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Off To Ecuador!
The News photographer was on hand Sunday after-
noon when 13 local travellers took off from the Illinois
Central Railroad on the first lap of a long journey to
Ecuador. Here are some candid shots!
Roth Am Burnett, gets • "lift" to ths train in •
 cart m.itived by Dana
Puckett, David Dunn and David F  That's
 Connie Powlekiewics
•5 tar left snieriog the .4,0..
David Forrest gives Harry Willi•rns • hand
 with the special Banana
Festival Cl. Mat all the men will wear while 
on the trip.
Gid Willingham, (Mrs. Willingham is partially in view) 
poses for Sonny
Puckett's Carlitlf • ivat di{ the train was getting read
y to more. That's
Mrs. Don Sensing enjoying the leaving-taking.
Mildred Freeman and Louise Killebrew 
wave goodby• just •s the train
started moving.
Mrs. Lillian Cooke Cat* and Mrs
. Ted Clark stroll back te Ito station
after Ma "goodwill ambassadors" had ge
m on their merry way.
Other Photos On inside Passes
TELEGRAM
Washington, D. C., April 11, 1966
Mrs. Jo. Westpheling
Fulton, Kentucky
Your visit to Ecuador in the company of such dis-
tinguished group of citizens I am sure will pave the way
to better and bigger things for the future. The Ambassa-
dor of Ecuador and myself wish you all a most pleasant
trip.
Minister-Counselor Economic Affairs
Gustavo Polit
f o's
otebook
Monday. April 11
By the time you read this col-
umn I hope that all 30 of us will
be in South America safe and
sound, doing the job we set out to
do, while enjoying ourselves at the
same time.
All of the Fulton group departing
for Ecuador except the three West-
phelings (Paul, Mary Jo and yours
truly) left Sunday afternoon by
train. Sadie Kirkland of Union City
and the three of us left Memphis,
via Delta Airlines at 5:45 p. to. on
Tuesday. Rushing to get one paper
out on a shortened schedule is bad
enough, without trying to get two
of them put together. W
week's issue is falsly,..nder
as we leave, the one for next week
must start from scratch.
I hope that all of you will help!
Annabelle Edwards, T. C. Taylor,
Burnis Killebrew, Joe Weeks, Gor-
don Baird and Marti Eakin will
have no trouble at all if you sup-
ply them with all your local news
items and give them your adver-
tising messages early and In
plentiful supply.
There have been so many times
while planning this trip that I said
to myself, "why are we doing
this' Why are we going to Ecu-
ador. a banana-producing country,
for a foreign trip, when we could
just as well have selected Nassau,
the Grand Bahamas, or even Eur-
ope as we have hoped to long to
do?"
I think the question was answer-
ed Sunday afternoon when we said
farewell to the first group of
travelers going to Ecuador to re-
turn the visit those wonderful peo-
ple paid to us last Fall.
By and large, most of the people
in the twin cities feel that we have
a vital role to play in the peace
and safety of this troubled world.
Going to South America to try to
make friendships and to under-
stand our Latin-American friends
may seem like the long way to
peace. but nevertheless it is a way
. and that's more than many
people are travelling!
Local Ham Talks
To Jo Westpheling
Local amateur radio operator
Wick Smith, with the help of
amateur radio station K4JGU in
liollywood. Fla., whose handle is
Mildred, and with the cooperation
of amateur radio station HC1QM
in Quito, Ecuador, whose handle
is Andy, talked with Jo Westphel-
;lig at the Hotel Quito about noon
today, Thursday.
Mrs. Westpheling said everyone
arrived in good shape and that the
carpet has been rolled out for
them Moe said the country is
beautiful and that the group is
making a trip to the Capitol this
afternoon. lier main comment
was, "I feel so sorry for all who
could not make the trip."
Enoch Campbell talked for a few
minutes with his wife, Sara.
Wick advised the News that it
was a great thrill for him to be
able to talk with Jo and Enoch,
away off in Ecuador.
As president of the Banana Fes-
tival I am deeply grateful to the
response from individuals, organ-
izations and our local municipali-
ties to visit Ecuador to make
more friends and make some ar-
rangements for our festival pro-
gram this Fall. It was not easy for
many business people to get away
from their homes and their firms
to make the trip, but they made
the effort just the same. The com-
munity and the Festival will sure-
ly benefit from the visits. I hope
you will make the opportunity to
say "thank you" to them, when
they return.
This is the second time in the
nineteen years we have been in
Fulton that Paul and I have been
away together on press day. The
first time was in 1960 when the
four Westphelings were in three
different directions. Mary Jo and
I were in California, where I was
(Continued on Poo dionti
enatoi tooPer
Joins Move For
Student Prayers
Senator John Sherman Cooper
of Kentucky has joined in a move
to permit "the voluntary partici-
pation by students or others in
prayer" in schools or other public
buildings.
The proposal was introduced by
Senator Dirksen of Illinois, the
Minority Leader.
Senator Cooper said, "The
guarantees of the First Amend-
ment that the 'Congress shall make
no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof,' are important,
and I respect the decisions of the
Supreme Court interpreting the
First Amendment. But I see noth-
ing wrong with permitting volun-
tary prayers, which are not pro-
scribed in form or content by State
authorities.
"I do not 'oelieve the people of
the country want to see every ex-
pression of faith prohibited in their
schools," he said.
Senator Cooper has also received
testimony by the Corps of Engi-
neers on all water projects, dams
and reservoirs in Kentucky—in-
cluding flood protection projects
in the Big Sandy, Upper Kentucky
and Upper Cumberland •river bas-
ins, and navigation projects on the
Ohio River.
Thieves Take
Liberty's Big
Opening Serious
TWO SECTIONS
'AGES
Number 15
Desegregate Completely Or Lose Federal
Aid, Area School Districts Are Warned
Thieves climaxed a four-day
grand opening Sunday by stealing
$27,000 from the new Liberty Sup-
ermarket at Martin.
Police said the safe at the big
new store was opened by using the
combination, leading them to be-
lieve professional safecrackers
weer involved.
Charles Hide, store manager,
said the theft occurred during the
10-hour period after the store was
closed early Sunday and he return-
ed before noon.
Officers said the burglars gained
entrance by cutting a hole through
the roof, and made their getaway
through a large loading door at the
rear.
The market had burned to the
ground four months ago and had
just been rebuilt. About half of the
money taken was in cheeks, Mr.
Hide stated.
KEA Supported
Bill Is Vetoed
By Breathitt
The Kentucky Education Asso-
ciation (KEA) has expressed dis-
appointment over Governor Ed-
ward T. Breathitt's veto of a bill
allowing teachers to use three days
of their accumulated sick leave
for personal hardship reasons.
"This bill, which was part of the
KEA legislative program mandated
by our delegate assembly, was
passed overwhelmingly by both
the House and Senate," Dr. J. M.
Dodson, KEA executive secretary,
pointed out. The measure was
known as Senate Bill 69.
Dodson said KEA worked dili-
gently for the bill and that it never
would have passed without KEA
efforts.
He took issue with newspaper re-
ports that quoted the Goyernor as
saying KEA officials had recom-
mended the bill be vetoed.
"It should be made clear," Dod-
son said, "that KEA officials
could never recommend vetoing
legislation that our delegate as-
sembly had instructed us to seek."
Panama City, Fla. - Second
Lieutenant Gary E. Williamson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Wil-
liamson of 1107 E. Walnut St., Ful-
ton, Ky., has received a regular
commission in the U'S. Air Force
at 'Tyndall AFB, Fla.
Lieutenant, William.* ,grilirieur
ly held a USAF reserve cornmis-
sion as an Officer Training gradu-
ate. He was named for regular
status on the basis of his duty per-
formance, educational background
and potential as an Air Force of-
ficer.
He is serving as a finance officer
at Tyndall with the Air Defense
command which provides aero-
space defense against hostile air-
craft and missiles.
The lieutenant is a graduate of
Fulton High School. He received
his B. A. degree from the Univer-
sity of Kentucky at Lexington,
where he is a member of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon.
Lieutenant Williamson's wife,
Ann, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. K. L. Tate of Hunter Road,
Lexington.
South Fulton
Elementary
Honor Roll
A meeting has been set for April 29 in Louisville I.
discuss the integration plans of the 16 Kentucky Schoc
districts who may lose Federal aid next fall unless the,,
devise better plans for racial desegregation, the News
learned today.
Eleven of the school districts so warned are in far
western Kentucky and include the Fulton Independent
School district, the Fulton County Schools and the Hick-
man Schools.
The Honor Roll for South Fulton
Elementary School for the fifth
six-weeks period, announced by
Principal K. M. Winston, is as fol.
lows:
Eighth Grade: All A's - Bonita
Burrow, Jan Clement, Dianne
Frields, Carmen Gardiner, Amam
da Newton, Janet Taylor; 9.5
Standing - Pat Adams, John Doug-
las, Billy Mac Green, Jerry Keist-
ler, Robert Neeley, Susan Warren,
Jackie Wood.
Seventh Grade: All A's • Jackie
Hollie, Mike McKiney; 3.5 Stand-
ing - Ricky Brown, Denise Cole-
man, Glenn Covey, Brenda Cruce,
Deborah Hodges, Johnny Irvin,
Terry Johnson, Tommy Taylor,
Penny Winston.
Sixth Grade: All A's - Larry
Jamison, James Paul Johnson,
Mike Milner, Bobby Joe Moss,
David Netherland, David Newton,
Linda Pickering;
3.5 Standing - Mary Jane Can-
non, Bobby Collier, Lisa Dunn,
Jane Green, David Holman, Paula
Hutchins, Lionel McCollum, Mar-
tha Moore, Kaylene Mosley, David
Netherland, Kim Owen, Patty
Parrish, Robert Powell, Johnnie
Roberts, Dale Townsend, Vicki
Vaughan.
DISPLAY YOUR LICENSE!
Richard Myatt, Fulton Chief of
Police, advises that citations are
being issued to automobile owners
who have not yet purchased city
stickers; also to those who have
purchased stickers, but do not
have them on the windshields.
W. L. Holland, superintendent of
the Fulton Schools said that in
order to comply with the order the
local system has but two alterna-
tives. They are:
1. Close up Milton School entire-
ly.
2. Permit students from Terry-
Norman and Carr Elementary
Schools to attend Milton School
and some Milton students to at-
tend the other schools.
There are two segregated schools
in the Fulton County system and
two in the Hickman system.
The districts now allow pupils to
attend any school in the district if
there is room for them.
But officials of the U. S. Office
of Education say these freedom-
of-choice plans are not good
enough because they have failed to
eliminate segregation. The dis-
tricts were notified of this in let-
ters sent March 26.
The affected districts include
these 11 in Western Kentucky:
Paducah, Providence, Earling-
ton, Hopkinsville, Murray and Ful-
ton independent districts, and
Trigg, Todd, Hickman, Fulton and
Christian county districts.
Others are the Lexington and
Shelbyville districts in Central
Kentucky, and the Glasgow inde-
pendent district and Hart and
Simpson County districts in South
Central Kentucky.
David S. Seeley, assistant U. S.
commissioner of education, sug-
gested in letters to each superin-
tendent that new attendance zones
be established for individual
schools.
If that wouldn't make much pro-
gress toward desegregation, Seeley
suggested that Negro and white
schools near each other combine
their student bodies. For instance,
one elementary school could house
grades one through three, while
the "paired" school could take
grades four through six.
Seeley also told the superintend.
ents to close small, inadequate
schools established for Negroes
and that their faculties and pupils
should be assigned to other schools
without discrimination.
An official of one of the 16 school
systems says the reason for the
action has not been made clear in
the case of his school district—the
Paducah Independent School Dis-
trict.
The subject of school desegrega-
tion is expected to come up at this
week's state convention of the Ken-
tucky Education Association
(KEA).
The KEA delegate assembly, a
600-member legislative body that
meets tomorrow night in Louisville.
probably will be asked to approv
a resolution on faculty and st,
dent desegregation.
The U. S. Office of Education ,
responsible under the federal eiv.
rights law for seeing that local
schools receiving federal funds do
not practice segregation.
Last year Kentucky school dis-
tricts could meet the requirements
either by filing statements of com-
pliance with federal desegregation
policy or by filing specific plans of
desegregation.
Freedom - of - choice attendance
plans were all right then, but now,
under new federal guidelines, they
are acceptable only as a first step
toward eliminating racial bias in
schools and are "no longer ade-
quate" to accomplish the purposes
of the civil rights act, Seeley said.
Conferences are scheduled this
month between representatives of
15 of the districts and Lawrence
W. Knowles, a University of Lou-
isville professor and consultant to
the U. S. Offic Education.
3blari-11. ; superintendent of
the 'lab affeetbd district, Simpson
County, has declined to arram
a conference, a reliable sourt
said
SPRING CONFERENCE
The American Legion Auxiliary
Spring conference of the First Dis-
trict, Department of Kentucky,
will be held in the American Le-
gion building at Ill East Carlisle
Street in Marion, Kentucky, Sun.
day, April 24. Registration starts
at 12:30 Noon, with luncheon at
1:00. Any member of the Fulton
Auxiliary who can attend should
make reservation with Mrs. Her-
man Sams, Sr., by Saturday,
AprIl 16.
PROCLAMATION
To All To Whom These Presents Shall Come:
WHEREAS, knowledge is increasing at a fantastic
rate; and
WHEREAS, self education is of primary import-
ance if Fulton County citizens are to
keep abreast of the fast changing and
increasingly competitive times; and
WHEREAS, all citizens of the County, no matter
where they live, need library and
bookmobile service of high quality;
and
WHEREAS, adequate and modern library service
will help the county to attract new
industry and to keep young citizens
in the county;
NOW, THEREFORE, WE, JOHN E. CRUCE, RO
GARDNER, GILBERT DeMYER, and
REX RUDDLE, do hereby proclaim
April 17-23, 1966, as
LIBRARY WEEK
in Fulton County, and call upon the citizens of the
county "to join with Library Board Members and other
local and county officials in working for better library
service for all."
Done in the County of Fulton this 19th
day of April in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred sixty-six.
John E. Cruce, County Judge
Ro Gardner, Mayor of Hickman
Gilbert DeMyer, Mayor of Fulton
Rex Ruddle, Mayor of South Fulton
/0
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Editorials
Henry Ward, On Threshold Of Gubernatorial Race,
Seeks Grass Roots Support Against 'King-Makers'
Well, bully for Henry Ward!
Here is a political pro, a graduate
summa cum laude from the hazard-
ous and rough and tumble school of
Kentucky politics on the threshold
of becoming the major Democratic
candidate for Governor next year,
who has the courage to let people
know early that it's high time that
the Democratic party in Kentucky
be made up of people, for people and
by people.
Speaking at La Grange, Ken-
tucky recently, Ward severely
criticized the "so-called king-makers
and the interests which seek to con-
trol government because of purely
personal motives."
Ward's remarks were as refresh-
ing as the cool breezes that blow in
from the Carribean in Spring-time,
and just about as welcome to the
thousands upon thousands of rank
and file Democratic voters who must
pay homage to some well-heeled
king-makers, whether they like it or
not.
Ward said, however. "that a
crusade of this character would
be extremely difficuli to develop
and very costly to prosecute."
He said the "greatest curse
of the advancement of Kentucky
over many years has been the
brand of 'politics as usual' play-
ed in our state."
Ward said "some partisan or
factional politicians need to be
shocked by a revolution of the
voters against being taken for
granted and against the idea
that the interest of the political
party or some faction ought to
be placed against the interest of
the whole of Kentucky."
Henry Ward is a superb adminis-
:rator; a magnificent "cut-red-tape"
expert; and an imaginative and de-
dicated public servant. But he's terri-
bly uninformed about the difficulty
to develop and the costliness to prose-
cute the revolt against this miserable
caste system in Kentucky's Demo-
cratic political circles.
The effort would be as simple as
one and two if grass roots voters
could sincerely believe that the man
who promises to break up this oligar-
chy would do so, if he is elected. Un-
fortunately, the promises made on the
campaign hustlings are soon forgotten
when the "governor collectors" have
access to , the very, very few open
doors to the Governor's office and the
Governor's residence, after the in-
augural oath is recited.
Nobody seems to know why
good and sincere governors suc-
cumb to the pressure tactics of
the likes of the king-makers. Al-
most, nearly everybody knows
that based on the ability to pay
and the rewards received a high-
way maintenance worker con-
tributes equally as much to a
campaign as the king-makers.
And surely there are precinct
workers who can deliver ten
times more votes than any of the
Palace auard members can, indi-
vidually and collectively.
But them as has gits, and that's
the way the system crumbles!
Nobody knows better than a
grass roots politican the frustration,
the futility, the hatred, the bitterness
that comes after working in a hard
fought campaign, only to be shunned
aside while the "governor collectors"
reap the rewards of political influ-
ence.
There are many issues that will
crop up_ in the.. 1967 gubernatorial
campaign in Kentucky. But if Henry
Ward is the candidate, and he can
convince the people that Kentucky
government is a democracy and not a
collector's item, he just might well
win in a landslide.
But campaigns cost money . . .
and that's where you hear the buz-
zing.
Cancer Crusade Workers Ask Your Help In The
Campaign To Continue Fighting This Dread Disease
American Cancer Society Cru-
sade Chairman Mrs. Charles Wade
Andrews and Co-Chairman Mrs. Bill
Fossett made a special and urgent ap-
peal for more volunteers for its 1966
Crusade.
They estimated that to meet the
requirements which could result in
helping to save the lives of a great
many more men, women and children
—to conduct a successful educational
and fund-raising program in Fulton,
Ky.—a minimum of 100 volunteers
will be needed.
"Already, we have made consi-
derable progress in enlisting volun-
teers in this difficult effort to con-
quor cancer," Mrs. Andrews said,
'but we need more if we are to do the
job we have cut out for ourselves and
the people of o0r community.
"Many jobs need to be done right
now: training of new volunteers for
the "Tell Your Neighbor" cancer
facts program; records need to be
kept; every house in the community
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must be covered after the Crusade
begins on April 1st. But we need
more volunteers if we are to save
more lives now; strengthen our edu-
cation program, enlarge our research
efforts and expand service to pati-
ents.
"There would be no need for myjobs as Chairman if we did not have
a vigorou.sly fighting army of volun-
teers. Volunteers are the dedicated
workers who often make the differ-
ence_between success and failure in
the Society's struggle to save lives
from cancer."
Last year the Society enrolled
90 volunteers in Fulton. This year it
needs many more.
The Society's immediate pro-
gram is based on the fact that can-
cers of the uterus, colon and rectum,
breast, oral cavity, lung and skin ac-
count for over 60 per cent of all can-
cer cases diagnosed and almost 48
per cent of all cancer deaths.
"The present cure rate," the
Chairman said, "could be changed
radically by application of present
medical knowledge in detection': and
treatment in these six sites. That
knowledge could save thousands
more lives in the United States and
could help prevent the development
of cancer in hundreds more."
He said the Society would con-
centrate on these six sites of cancer
where much can be done now; but
will not overlook other sites.
People willing to serve as volun-
teers in the 1966 Crusade should con-
tact Mrs. Charles Wade Andrews
472-3396 or Mrs. Bill Fossett 472-1369
I 11)
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DON'T IGNORE FRIENDS!
Around the corner I have a friend.
In this great city that has no end;
Yet days go by, and weeks rush on.
And before I know it a year is gone.
And I never see my friend's face,
For life is a swift and terrible race.
He knows I like him just as well
As in the days when I rang his bell
And he rang mine. We were younger then,
And .now we are busy, tired men;
Tired with playing a foolish game,
Tired with trying to make a name.
"Tomorrow," I say, "I will call on Jim,
Just to show that I'm thinking of him."
But tomorrow comes and tomorrow goes
And the distance between us grows and grows,
Around the corner, yet miles away.
"Here's a telegram, sir,"
"Jim died today"
And that's what we get, and deserve, in the end:
Around the corner, a vanished friend.
From Sam Holly's Scrapbook
I
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FULTON'S
l_rikury Comem
by Miss Jessie Orgain
Throughout the nation the week
of April 17.23 is being observed as
NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK. The
theme for this year is "KEEP
GROWING - READ-. Though ac.
tually no one week of the year is
sufficient for demonstrating the
importance of books and libraries
to the growth and prosperity of
the nation, special emphasis is to
be placed at thiv time on some of
the areas of greatest need. There
is a growing need for trained li.
brarians (approximate 10 jobs
were available for each librarian
receiving a degree in Library
Science last year:. Continued im-
provement needs to be pressed for
in the total range of libraries—
public, school, college, state, and
special. Locally there is a need to
reach more and more of the peo-
ple of the county, and for the en-
thusiasm that many have express-
ed about the library, to become a
more and more contagious interest
in making reading accessible to
all. as,
There is at present a very prac-
tical way in which everyone can
help to bring about better library
services in Fulton County, and at
the same time help on a national
plane. The LIBRARY SERVICES
Acr, on which legislation is now
pending in Washington, if passed,
will make a tremendous difference
in the amount of financial help that
can be secured for libraries in
Kentucky. The more letters and
postal cards that the congressmen
receive showing interest in the
bill, the more chance there will be
to get it passed Information on
the status of the bill and addresses
of the congressmen may be found
in the library, along with some
postal cards for your use. Every-
one can do his bit my making his
wishes known to these men
Sunday. April 17, 2 p. m. • 5 p. m.
OPEN HOUSE in the library -
Woman's Club will he host for this
occasion.
Monday, April IS, 3 p. - 5 p. m.
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS are
especially invited, Recruitment
material for Librarianship and for
other careers will be featured.
Tuesday, April 11, 2 p. rn.. 5 p. rn.
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL age
will be special guests. A showing
of films will be featured at this
time.
Tuesday, April 11, p. in. - 1 p. m.
ADULTS will be special guests.
An exhibit of local artists. works
will be exhibited along with other
features of interest to this group.
Thursday, April 21, 14 a. in,
10:34 a. in.
Story hour for pre-school chil-
dren.
Friday, April 22, All Day.
The bookmobile will be down-
town on Lake Street. Everyone is
invited to come and see inside the
bookmobile, and to check out
books. New borrowers for the li-
brary will be registered for library
cards during the day.
ALL ARE WELCOME' COME
AND HELP MAKE THIS A RED
LETTER WEEK IN THE LI-
BRARY'
If We Can't Spell
Enemy, Can We
End The War?
The editorial crisis over the
spelling of the place where we are
at war has too long endured. Many
of the columnists. The New York
Times, and Webster's insist so far
on "Vietnam." The wire services
say "Viet Nam." The State De-
partment evidently hoists a dash
in between: Viet-Nam."
Since "Viet" is the name of the
people and "Nam" simply means
"South." the phrase is said to
mean "Southern country of the
Vies" (North and South Viet-
namese). And two words look pre-
ferable.
In any case the problems of edit.
ing, particularly in an age of elec-
tronic journalism, are endless and
needless, really. We certainly are
inclined to agree with Barbara
Richards of West Richfield, Ohio,
who wrote to Newsweek recently:
"How can we expect to approach
the bargaining table on major
issues in the war when we cannot
decide how to spell the name of
the country involved?"
--Chattanooga Times
Our
Christian
Heritage
"AN UNCERTAIN SOUND"
by Dr. N. Burnett hthiruder
"For if the trumpet give an un-
certain sound. who shall prepare
himself for the battle!"
(I Corinthians 14.8)
One of the most evil devices
which Communists use against free
Americans is "brainwashing
What is brain-washing? Very
simply, at is a process by which
the individual is reduced to a state
of doubt, confusion and uncertainty
so as to be incapable of decisivy
di iermined action.
The classic example of brain-
washing is a series of experiments
which were conducted by the Rus
sian scientist. Pavlov, in which a
dog was reduced to a helpless state
of anxiety by a series of conflict
ing signals In one case, he was
given a high pitch and with it be
got food. When he was given
low pitch, he received no food. Ac
the signals were brought closer to
gether, the dog collasped in
pathetic confusion.
This is the philosophy of "an un-
certain sound" carried to its fins:
extreme. Against such things, the
Lord and the Apostles have warn
ed us because they are really de-
vices of Satan and instruments of
evil.
Last week, on March 21st, the
leading editorial of BARRON's
NATIONAL BUSINESS AND Fl
NANCTAL WEEKLY carried a
story which shows very clearly the
danger of an "uncertain sound."
The main concern of this editor
al is to analyte the HAVANA
MANIFESTO which is • master
plan drawn up by the Communists
from around the world in their
now famous Conference of last
January 3 10 in Havana, Cuba
This Manifesto, backed by the
Russian Communists and thy
Chinese CAmmunists, calls for "th,
use of 'eery form of struggle
necessary*, including armed bat
tle," to subvert the governmeats in
the Western Hemisphere and to ac
celerate guerrilla warfare This
clearly a declaration of war by a
new Communist Internationale
against the United States and all
other governments in this Hemis-
phere This Man.festo, like the
Communist Manifesto of 11140
should be a clarion call and a
sound of the trumpet to alert.
awaken and stir the American pro
pie into awareness and action of
the determined nature of the Corn
munist conspiracy to isolate and
overthrow the United States gov-
ernment in the climactic stage of
world revolution.
But what do we find? First of
all, there is no awareness in the
country that the Conference ever
took place As the BARRON'S ar-
ticle points out, "The Havana Con-
ference received little or no cover-
age in the major U. S newspap-
ers," despite the fact that the
press of Europe and Latin America
followed the Conference very close-
ly. Secondly, the most prominent
speaker in the Havana Conference
Was the leader of a thiry-four man
delegation from the Kremlin nam-
ed Sharaf R. Rashidov. Here is
what he said: "The Soviet delega-
tion came to this conferen.e to
promote in every conceivable way
the unity of anti-imperialist forces
of the three continents, so as to
(Continued an page Three)
April 12, 1946
Students of the Fulton High School were dismissed
during the early part of this week, while repairs were
being made after the hail storm which struck this com-
munity Sunday. Mr. Holland, superintendent, stated
that 392 windows were broken in the various school
buildings of Fulton.
A torrent of hail, accompanied by wind, struck Ful-
ton and surrounding territory Sunday afternoon, contin-
uing for about 30 minutes and causing untold damage to
property, crops, gardens and orchards. It is estimated
that property damage in Fulton and South Fulton alone
will run between $200,000 and $300,000. The most ser-
ious damage was to roofs and windows.
Hugh Holliday, manager of the Fulton baseball
club, is expected to arrive here about April 19, and
spring training will begin April 20. Manager Holliday
has been in Henderson, Texas for about three weeks,
working out with the Memphis Chicks and selecting
players.
G. H. Dallas Produce Company, which has been lo-
cated on Mears Street for many years, has moved toPlain Street in the building formerly occupied by LeggPoultry House.
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Bruce have taken over the Ful-ton Hotel, located across the street from the OrpheumTheater, and have thoroughly renovated, redecorated
and refurnished this hostelry. The new hotel is modern,
clean and comfortably arranged and the new proprie-tors are to be complimented upon the improvementsthey have made.
Fulton, Route Three: If you don't want your frogskilled, put a lock and key on your pond banks, as DeanWilliams and W. A. Crittenden were death and de-struction last week for 20 nice ones. Ask us to dine? No,siree.
From Latham: Spencer Travis of Dresden came toLatham last Saturday and chose as his bride Miss Vir-ginia Reed, the charming daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Reed. She has been working at the factory at Fulton.They will make their home in Dresden.
Dale Cummings and Robbie June Carney, repre-
senting the 6th and 7th winners of the sectional meet of
spellers at Dresden last Friday were defeated in thefinals. Congratulations to the winners.
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Letter From Washington
by
Mrs John Sherman Cooper
We spent last weekend with
Ambassador and Mrs. Averill Har-
riman at their heavenly house on
the sea in Hobe- Sound, Florida.
This is the first time we have
been there since 1957. Even
though the day we arrived was
colder than Washington, the day
we left was sunny and warm, and
John did get a tan.
Rack to Washington Monday at
noon. John went directly to the
luncheon Secretary of State and
Mrs. Rusk gave for the Prime
Minister of India at the State De-
partment, while I sped to the hair-
dresser to get Ole salt water out
of my hair before having the REA
ladies for tea that afternoon. There
was a big Kentucky delegation this
year, and it was a delight to see no
many friends again. I had gotten
the garden all set for their arrival.
but, like Florida, it was too cold
to spend much time out of doors.
As I am sitting here in the li-
brary writing this letter. I am look-
ing at a beautiful bouquet of mix-
ed flowers that came from the
White House dinner table Mrs.
Johnson sent it to me following the
state dinner President and Mrs.
Johnson gave in honor of India's
first woman chief of state that
same Monday night. We have
known Mrs. Gandhi for many
years.
She has always been the Indian
symbol of womanhood, compared
to the legendary Site, with her
complete devotion and dedication
to her country and her father, the
late Prime Minister Nehru. Al-
though her entire life has been a
preparation for the great role she
now fills, this was the first time
that she stood alone in the United
States, a slight, dignified figure in
her shimmering sari, looking very
tiny next to President and Mrs.
Johnson as they received the 140
dinner guests.
After dinner and the President's
toast. Mrs. Gandhi. looking very
feminine and shy, rose and spoke
in her precise English and made
a statesman-like response. She was
very clear in speaking about India
and its problems, and she quoted
an old Indian proverb. "I corn•
plained that I had no shoes until
I met a man who had no feet."
The after dinner music in the
East Room was especially pleasing.
Isaac Stern, our great violinist,
chose a program based on Ms im-
pressions of Mrs. Gandhi when he
had been entertained by her and
her father in India.
Yesterday my husband flew to
MRS. COOPER
Kentucky to speak at the Univer-
sity of Louisville at a conference on
Southeast Asia, which was an ex-
cellent and informative meeting.
He was back in time to go to the
dinner that the Indian Ambassador
and Mrs. Nehru gave for Mrs.
Gandhi at the embassy.
The President and his daughter,
Lucy (Mrs. Johnson is ill with a
cold) had come to pay a farewell
visit to Mrs. Gandhi. They had not
been invited to dinner because of
the longstanding custom of never
accepting reciprocal dinner invita-
tions from visiting heads of state.
The President was still at the em-
bassy in his day clothes when the
dinner guests arrived, and when
asked if he would care to stay, ac-
cepted with pleasure. Great excite-
ment for the hostess who had to
rearrange her table of 38 guests,
which was no easy task, as they
included the Vice President and
Mrs. Humphrey. Chief Justice and
Mrs. Warren, the Secretaries of
State and Defense—in fact all of
the highest government officials in
Washington.
Just as the White House dinner
had been perfect in its pomp and
ceremony, the Indian dinner was a
contrast in its feeling of impromptu
and friendliness The menu was
Indian, with its surries, and ending
with a North Indian dessert made
of carrots, milk, burnt sugar and
covered with a thin silver foil that
Indians feel is good for the diges-
tion. When the President rose for
the final toast, he referred to him-
self as the man who stayed for
dinner, and all the Indians beamed
with pleasure.
Deadline Near
For Buying
GI Insurance
Midnight May 2, 1966 la the dead-
line for eligible World War II and
Korean Conflict veterans to take
advantage of purchasing GI insur-
ance, Olney B. Owen, Maumee of
the eVterans Administration Reg-
ional Office, stated today.
Mr. Owen said to be eligible for
this insurance a veteran must have
had service between October 7,
1940 and January 1, 1957; he most
have a disability resulting from
his service; and not have more
than $9,000 of GI insurance now
In force.
If the veteran has no service
disability, he must have a non-
service disability so severe that a
private insurance company will
not issue a policy. Also, the dis-
ability that causes uninsurabillty
must have been In existence be-
fore October 13, 1964.
A veteran who has never filed •
claim wit hike VA for service con-
nection of his disability may do so
at the same time he makes his ap-
plication for Insurance. Owen
pointed out that a minor disability
such as a scar from surgery un-
dergone during active service
would qualify the veteran to pur-
chase this insurance. Also, those
who had minor disabilities and
who are no longer receiving com-
pensation may be eligible.
Seven permanent plans of in-
surance are available and can be
obtained in policies ranging from
$1,000 to $10,000.
Full information maybe obtained
by writing or visiting the Regional
Office at 1405 West Broadway,
Louisville, Kentucky.
GROUNDS DI
With over one million drivers in
Kentucky, it is logical that some
will finally lose their privilege to
drive. Over 600 drivers a month
are grounded for driving under the
infLence of alcohol on Kentucky
streets and highways. The Division
of Driver Licensing, Kentucky De-
partment of Public Safety, offers
a word of advice: If you drink,
that's your business . . if you
drink and drive, that's our bust-
tress.'
OUR CHRISTIAN —
(Continued horn pogo Tore)
anfold on a still greater scale our
common struggle against imperial-
ism, colonialism and neo-colonial-
ism headed by U. S. capitalists."
Very bluntly, this means that the
Soviets are as deeply committed to
the subversion of the United States
as are the Red Chinese.
This involvement of the Soviets
with the Red Chinese in this Hem-
isphere is a massive refutation and
denial of the attempt to paint the
Soviet Union as a friend of Amer-
ica - as "reliable Communists"
against the "bad, unreasonable,
hostile Red Chinese." In the words
of the editorial, "To both open
provocation and hidden aggression,
the U. S., which officially clings to
the myth of 'good' and 'bad' Corn.
munists, has largely failed to re-
spond." The reason for this is
easy to see. We are in the grips of
the conflict of signals - we are
hearing "the uncertain trumpet."
The Red Chinese come in on the
high signal . . . the Soviets come
in on the low signal. In one case
we are told to resist, and in the
other case we are told to follow an
accommodation. The result is con-
fusion compounded to a high de-
gree.
We believe that the editorial of
BARRON'S has the only answer
and that is, the United States can-
not hope to win until it learns to
recognize the enemy. "The United
States is at war not only with the
Viet-cong and North Vietnam, but
also with a new Communist Inter-
nationale."
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
April 15: Elmer Mansfield; April
16: Bill Halley Milford, Bobby Col-
lier, Barbara Jones, Mary Nell
Wright; April 17. Joe Alan Graves,
Mrs. Mansfield Martin;
April 18: Mrs. Kenneth Alex-
ander, Jr., E. L. Bradley, Lucy
Gibba, John Matthews, Ty McCon-
nell, Dan Veogeb, Martha Wood-
ruff; April 19: Helen Hardy; April
30: Mrs. Joe Gates; April 21:
Maxine Lewis, Timothy Mans-
field,
Eighteenth In A Series
Introducing Our Churches - Gods Agency For Spreading His Love
RAYMOND CLARK, Pastor
KINGDOM HALL OF
The local Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses was organized
in 1950. Then there were eight associated. By 1966, there have
been in the upward 200's associated with the local congregation.
In October of 1964, there were two other local groups organized
from the Fulton congregation, one in Martin, and one in Union
City, Tennessee.
Now let's take a look at the organization on a national scope.
Jehovah's witnesses have gone to the ends of the earth iq enemy
countries, in friendly countries, during their 1965 service year.
With love in their hearts they preached the good news of God's
kingdom in 197 different lands, under the direction of 92 branch
organizations of the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society.
In 1965, there were 1,934,266 declaring the good news all over
the world because these additional hundreds of thousands have
the love of God, too, in their hearts.
Jehovah God has blessed Jehovah's Witnesses for showing
love to their enemies and those who persecute them, because
many who have been opposed to the work have now listened to
their message. end have dedicated their lives to Jehovah God. In
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
fact, during the last service year there were 64,393 baptized, show-
ing that they have dedicated their lives to Jehovah God. By study-
ing the Word of God they are now gaining accurate knowledge of
Jehovah, his Son, and his work. To show their love for mankind,
Jehovah's witnesses in twelve months of the 1965. service year
spent 171,247,644 hours going from house to house and visiting
with people in their homes conducting Bible studies. Each week
they conducted 779,595.Bible studies with interested people.
So, it is with this same love in their hearts that the local group
of Jehovah's witnesses invite you to join them at their local King-
dom Hall to share this love. Their meetings are:
Sunday Tuesday
3:00 p. m. Public lecture 8:00 p. m. Bible-aid study
4:15 p. m. Watchtower study
Thursday
7:30 p. m. Ministry School
8:30 p. m. Service Meeting
"MAKE SURE OF ALL THINGS; HOLD FAST TO WHAT IS
FINE." 1 THES, 5:21.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope Thai More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton Phone 472-3951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1303
Rice Insurance Agency. Inc.
See us for all your Insurence needs
231 Main St. Phone 472-1341
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the steno or at your door
Pullen, Ky, Phone 472.3311
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hkkman, Ky, Union City, Tenn.
South Fulton, Tenn.
Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C. C.
"Live Setter Eledrkelly*
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc
Kentucky Ass., Fulton Phone 473-1471
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 7364655
MARINE OIL COMPANY
West Stets Line Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-91314
Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm I Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability C 
208 Main St., Fulton Office P110410 472.1351
Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygen-equipped ambulance
302 C•rr St. Dial 472-1412
Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
Dial 478.1371
El/ANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rettig Pere"
Lake Street Dial 472-2121
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Sxcellent Feed
Private dining for 250
King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. Mats Line Phone 471-2771
Photos en this page courtesy Gardner's Studio, 218 Commerc
ial Ave.
MI WNW
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DEATHS
Mrs. Dorothy Laster
Mrs. Dorothy Fuller Laster, of
Paducah, formerly of Cayce, died
in Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville
Friday, April 8, following an ill-
ness of two months.
, Mrs. Laster was born in Fulton
County September 2, 1925, the dau-
ghter of W. B. and Irene Cason
Fuller. She was a member of the
Calvary Assembly of God in Padu-
cah and was employed as a book-
keeper for Heil Beauty Supply at
Paducah.
Funeral services were held last
Sunday afternoon in Hontheak
Funeral Home chapel, with Rev.
Dennis Carpenter, minister of the
Calvary Assembly pf God, officiat-
ing. Burial was in Cayce Ceme-
tery.
Surviving are her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. B. Fuller of Cayce;
a son, Gary Laster, two sisters,
Miss Jean Fuller and Miss La-
Dotha Fuller, one aunt, Mrs. J. C.
Menees, Sr., and one uncle, Elmer
Cason, all of Cayce, also an aunt,
Mrs. Nora Huss of Wingo.
T. Sgt. Herbert Brady
Tech. Sgt. Herbert E. Brady, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brady of
Fulton, died last Sunday in Ports-
mouth, New Hampshire.
Sgt. Brady, 46, was attached to
Pease Air Force Base in Ports-
mouth. He was a graduate of Ful-
ton High School and served with
the Air Force in the South Pacific
during World War It. He re-enlist-
ed in the Air Force in 1950.
The body will arrive in Fulton
on Illinois Central train No. 9, early
Friday morning. Funeral arrange-
ments at press time are incom-
plete. Whitnel Funeral Home will
be in charge and burial will be in
Greenlea Cemetery.
In addition to his parents, he is
survived by his wife, Mrs. Mary
Nell Bowden Brady; a son, Glenn,
16. of Portsmouth; a sister, Mrs.
Morgan Omar of Fulton, and a
brother, M. Sgt. William G. Brady
of Columbus, Miss., Air Force
Mrs. George Owens
Funeral services for Mn. George
Owens were held last Sunday af-
ternoon at the Bayou De Chein
Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
with Rev. Henry Hayes officiating.
Burial, in charge of Jackson Fun-
eral Home of Dukedom, was in
Camp Beauregard Cemetery at
Water Valley.
Mrs. Owens, 74, died at her
home near Water X'alley last Fri-
day night, following a long illness.
She was born in Graves County,
the daughter of the late Clint and
Amanda Hudson Jackson. She was
a member of Pleasant View Gen-
eral Baptist Church.
Surviving are her husband; one
daughter, Mrs. Cordie Cole of
Route 2. Water Valley, one sister,
Mrs.a Garrett Williams of Union
City; one grandson and seven
great grandchildren.
Mrs. James Humphries
Funeral services were held Sun-
day afternoon in Corinth. Miss.,
with burial in Henry Cemetery
there, for Mrs. James H. Humph-
ries.
Mrs. Humphries is the daughter
of Mrs. Leona Farris, and mother
of Mrs. Harriet Covington, and the
sister of Farris and Mrs.
Cathrine S. Mills, all of Fulton.
Other survivors are her husband,
of Corinth; two sons, W. J.
Humphries of Collierville, Tenn.,
and Robert Humphries of Dayton.
Ohio; and two other brothers.
Olive Farris of Memphis and Jim-
my Farris of Chicago.
Mrs. Lee Roper
Funeral services for Mrs
Blanche Roper, wife of Lee Roper
of Crutchfield, Route 1, were held
in Whitnel Funeral Home chapel
last Thursday afternoon, with Rev.
Joe F. McMinn and Rev. W. T.
Barnes officiating. Interment was
in Greenlea Cemetery.
Mrs. Roper died in Hopkinsville
Wednesday afternoon, April 6. She
was a member of the Crutchfield
Nlethodist Church.
Surviving are one son, HendonBase. Wright of Fulton; one step-daugh-
 ter, Mrs. Louise Howell of Crutch-
 field, and two sisters, Mrs. Lois
CLASSIFIED ADS Kimbro of Crutchfield, and Mrs.Era Lawson of Caruthersville, Mo,
FOR SALE: 1959 Ford pickup
truck, good condition. Call 469-
5640 after 5 P. M.
CV ANTENNAS: We Install —
rrade-repair and move. Get our
srices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television,
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
chine and electric floor polishei
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex
change Furniture Co.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
All creditors having claims
against the estate of John T.
Hodges, deceased (or those owing
said estate) are notified to present
them to one of the undersigned in
Dukedom, Tennessee, immediately.
• Mrs. Lillie Hodges
Mrs. Lorene Woodruff
Mrs. Hilda Halley
DEWEY JOHNSON
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
All types of Insurance
"Covering Everything"
226 Commerci•I
Fulton, Ky, Phone 4124503
WE RENT - -.
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FTJRN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky
Mrs. Bert Davis
Mrs. Bert Davis, a former resi-
dent of Fulton. died last Friday in
Grand Prairie, Texas, following a 
VINE STREET houses some of which wee* recently condemned
week's illness. Funeral services of '1• 'i°"' 
5$,. 
front of th° "'end hen".and burial were held in Grand
Prairie.
Mrs. Davis was the former Pau-line Taylor. daughter of Mr. and '
'Mrs. Pleas Taylor, and was born
and reared in Fulton. She was a
sister of the late Mrs. J. F. Roy-
ster of Fulton, and aunt of Mrs,
Harvey Boaz and Miss Mary Roy-
ster of Paducah and Jim Royster
of Danville.
UC Highway Collision Damages Three Cars
Only minor injulies were report- Others involved in the accident
ed from Mrs. Ann Vinland of Ful- were U. B. Foster of Decatur,ton i a three-car collision on the driving a 1966 Chrysler and Thom-
Union City-Fulton highway Friday as I. Gargus of Water Valley, driv-
at 130 p. m. log a 1965 Ford The front of Mrs.
Whitnel's 1966 Oldsmobile and the
front of the Chrysler were heavily
damaged.
Investigating officers, P. T.
English and Tom Kilpatrick said
Building Code Finds Substandard Houses
Earl S. Ford
Earl S. Ford died Monday at hishome on Route 2, Fulton. Funeral
services weer -held Wednesday
morning in Whitnel Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. Gerald L. Stow',
pastor of th eSouth Fulton BaptistChurch, officiating. Burial was inShady Grove Cemetery.
Surviving are his wife; a daugh-
ter, Marty Ford; a son, Charles
Ford, and a brother, Clark Ford
of Three Rivers, Michigan,
ROBBER CHANGES MIND
Lincoln, Neb. — Robert M. Gor .don, manager of a store, said a This outside
:,oung man came in looking for a glass sot.gun and not finding one he liked
left to look elsewhere. Soon he re- j
turned to look at the guns again. I
He strapped one on and demanded
money. The gunman then changed
his mind, returned the $66 and
said, "It's just not worth it."
Not many workers overlook the
approach of a holiday
FOR SALE OR TRADE:
A new two-bedroom frame home, located on
five acres, near city limits of Fulton on black-top
road. All modern, including city water.
wIcic mint, Broker
Phone 472-1292
•
view shows unsafe floors, and windows
Rear slew of once of Me substandard dwellings.
as substandard dwellings You can se.
•
with most of Kw
Several houses on Vine Street
have been condemned as sub-
standard dwellings by the Fulton
Building Inspector, Glenn Williams.
Many of the houses have no water,
no bathrooms, and in some in-
stances the doors and windows are
out.
Tenants of these houses (501, 502,
506, 507, 508, 506 Vine) have vacat-
ed recently. The buildings are con-
demned and signs placed on the
front to prevent anyone using them
as dwellings until improvements
bring them up to standard code,
according to Mr. Williams.
One of the houses is owned by
Minnie Williams, and the others
by David. K. and Amaline llomra,
Ed Neeley President
Of South Fallon PTA
Ed Neeley was elected president
of the South Fulton PTA for the
1966-67 year at the monthly meet.
ing held Thursday night at the
school. Installed with Mr. Neeley
in a ceremony conducted by Mrs.
R. L. Harris, was the following
slate of officers:
First vice president, Harold
Henderson; second vice president,
Mrs. Charles Maynard; third vice
president, Mrs. John R. Law-son;
secretary, Mrs. Richard Bodker;
treasurer, Mrs. Frank Barber;
and parliamentarian, Guy Finch.
"Bananas Are G-o-o-d"
conflicting statements were
and the accident was still
investigation.
given
under
l'ARAKEET DIED A HERO
Whitwiek, England — When
Mrs Betty Lowe's pet parakeet
dropped dead in its cage. she ran
outside in search of a reason for
her pet's death. Mrs Lowe dis-
covered gas leaking from a broken
main and alerted her neighbors
The bird may hose sated the lives
of twenty persons.
BRAVE BUT COLD
Plymouth. Ind — Although the
temperature dropped to 5 below
zero, Francine Seesak's pet ban-
turn hen sat faithfully on ten eggs
on an outdoor nest After several
weeks of this weather, the small
hen proudly displayed her brood
of four yellow chicks and one
black one. Five eggs did not hatch.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
Fulton hospitals on Wednesda,
April 13:
HILLVIIIW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Vernon Robey, Mrs. Earl
Wilkerson and baby, 0. K. Gurley,
Mrs. Elizabeth Shankle, Mrs. Beat.
rice Sheffer, Mrs: Bobby Huddle,Mrs. Johnny Henson, Sr. Roy
Nethery, Fulton; Dave Winfre,
Suzette MeMorries, David Young.
Carl Wolfe, South Fulton: Gene
Smith, Iticeville; Mrs. Ernest
Madding, Crutchfield; talon
Thomas, Dukedom: Glenda Host.
uigs, Route 3, Martin; J. H. Bone,
Earl Bard, Water Valley.
JONES HOSPITAL
Willie Gene Simpson, Walter
Brockwell. Mrs. Charles Betts and
baby. Fulton; Mrs. Maggie Rawls,
J. D. Faulkner, South Fulton; Mrs.
Fred Bennett, Mrs. George Hardy,
Route I. Fulton.; Mrs. Maggie
House. Dukedom; Charles Bennett,
Water Valley, Samantha Winstead,
Route 3, Fulton, Joe Frazier,
Route 1. Clinton.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Leonard Brown, Mrs. J. II
Maddox. Mrs. Bobby Wilson, Mrs,
W. J. Hobbs, Mrs, Charles Ray,
Matt Spraggs, Mrs. Jessie Harris,
Pauline Willette, Fulton; Miss
Willie Speight, Mrs. Aggie Hop-
kins, Mrs. Montez Oliver, Mrs.
Ira Dixon. Garrett Kimbell, South
Fulton, Mrs. Robert St. John, Ruel
Fuleher, Route 2. Fulton: Lorenzo
Palmer, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs.
Snn Whitnel. Route 4, Fulton; R.
Taslor, Mack Brown, Route 3,
Martin: Mrs. Bob Potts and baby,
Route 4, Dresden; Mrs. Jerry
Hatch, Clots Kaylor, Mrs. Buford
Walker. Clinton: Mrs. Frank Lee,
Route I. Clinton; Mrs. Ellis Mc-
ford. Route 4, Hickman: Mrs.
John McAlister, Water Vales;
Mrs. Edward Yates, E. Gargus,
Route I. Water Valley; Miss
• Eunice McAlister, Route 2, %liter
Valley. Mrs. Jodie Hedge, Duke.
, dom. Mrs. A. G. Campbell, fim
Ross, Cayce.
NO EARS 044 ANTS
Ants lack ears but can feel ti.
brations through the ground.
Add a touch of color to your bedroom.
Subtract
running, .
walking,
climbing,
rushing,
and
getting up
at night
(What else that costs so little saves you so many steps?)
Southern Bell
•
•
•
TRY THE eV& BOURBONovilivot
 11, it
(Growl Label, 
•
' 1
4
NB
6 Years Old
90 PROOF
$ci55
' 
077.
$1,000,000 Can't Buy a &Mew Boni* of Bourbon!
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Linda Potts Is
Charter Member
Of New Sorority
Miss Linda Potts, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Potts of Clin-
ton, is one of the charter members
ei the newly installed chapter of
Alpha Omicron Pi at the Universi-
ty of Tennessee. Martin Branch.
Graduate of South Fulton High
School. Linda is a Junior at the
University of Tennessee, Martin
Branch, majoring in Pre-Law. She
Is a member of the Liberal Arts
Club and was installed as Student
Senator for the Tau Omicron Chap-
ter of Alpha Omicron Pi.
The traditional Rose Banquet
was held March 26 in South Ful-
ton, Tenessee, at which Miss Putts
was awarded the Scholarship
Award for the highest scholastic
average of her Fall Pledge Class
and received Honorable Mention
for her scrapbook of Alpha Omi-
cron Pi activities.
Tau Omicron chapter of Alpha
Omicron Po was installed on
March 26. 1966 with ceremonies
at First Methodist Church Youth
Center in Martin. It is one of the
fo collegiate chapters of the sorori-
ty located throughout the Uruted
States and Canada.
Alpha Omicron Pi was founded
January 2nd. USK at Bernard Col-
lege, now a part of Oalumbia Uni-
versity, New York, by Stella
George Stern Perry, Elizabeth
Heywood Wyman. Helen St. Clair
Mullen, and Jessie Wallace High.
as For more than twenty-five
years they have supported the So-
cial Service Department of the
Frontier Nursing Service of East-
ern Kentucky as their national
Philanthropic project.
Other members of Alpha Omi-
cron Pi from this area are Julie
Andrus of Mayfield. Kentucky. and
Jane Peeples. formerly of South
Fulton, now a resident of Nash-
ville.
MVP DESSERT
The public is cordially invited
to haie dessert and coffee at the
First Methodist Church today
(Thursday( from 5:30 to 1:30 p. xi
This invitation comes from the
MYF and any contributions re-
ceived will be used for their
pledge.
TV IN SCHOOLS!
Educational TV will be available
to most Kentucky scluxAs in 1968.
Skattlite ORM IN11E5151
Fulton • Union City Highway
Thur - Fri • Sat
Elvis Presley
in
Fun At Acapulco
—and—
Another Big
Elvis
Roustabout
Sun • Mon - Tues
John Wayne
In
The Song Of nth) Elder
— 
plus —
THE GIRLS ON
THE BEACH
Local Pastor,
Wife Going To
Church Meeting
John Shermar. Cooper, United
States Senator from Kentucky,
will be the speaker for a breakfast
session of the General Assembly of
the Kentucky Association of
Christian Churches April 21 In
Lexington. The breakfast session
is sponsored by the Disciple Peace
Fellowship. Senator Cooper will
speak On Viet Nam.
The Assembly, annual conven-
tion of the Christian Churches of
Kentucky, will be held April 19,
20 and 21 in the Central Christian
Church, Lexington. Five thousand
registrants are expected.
- Attending from Fulton will be
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Hanna. Rev.
Hanna is minister of the First
Christian Church.
Other speakers for the Assembly
include a Methodist layman, who
is a member of the General Board
of the National Council of Church-
es-. a lay woman, who is a former
national president of United Church
Women: the Dean of the Disciples
Divinity House at the University of
Chicago, and a Japanese national
who is a missionary to Okinawa.
The keynote address at the
opening session of the Assembly
will be given by Franklin R. Mc-
Guire, minister of the First Christ-
ian Church, Georgetown. He is the
/966 president of the Kentucky As-
sociation of Christian Churches.
At a breakfast session for minis-
ters and wives on April 20, Henry
Campbell of Glasgo will speak. He
was the 1906 president of the Ken-
tucky Christian Church Minister's
Fellowship.
James A. Moak, Lexington, will
deliver a "sermon in summary"
at the closing session. fie is the
General Secretary of the Kentucky
Association of Christian Churches
State Parks In
'New Look' For
Food Suggestions
B&PVI State President Commends Local Club 1 Page 5
 The Fulton News, Thursday, April 14, 1966
W. S. C. S. Circle One Fifteen Make
Honor Roll At
South Fulton
Forming • receiving line to greet the many members ad punts who attended the meeting •re: Left to
right, Mrs. Lonnie Harding, president, Fulton-South Fulton club; Mrs. Culver; Mrs. G•ynetle Stuns, Ken-
tucky Federation second vic•.president; Miss Virginia MeCaslin, immediate past director of District 1, and
Mrs. R•melle Pigue, present director of Distrkt 1.
There'll he a new look in and
on menus at Kentucky State Parks Mn. Wee
r, standing, commends the local organkat.om for its wide scope of community effort 
and par-
beginning in early May. ticularly for its important role in...staging the Banana Festival. 
Others in the photo •re. Left to Right: Miss
Parks Commissioner Robert Bell 
Ruth Parsons, member of lite Paducah dads; Miss Virginia McCaslin, immediate past district director;
says that park restaurants this Mrs. Gayriell• Slum, Kentucky Federation second vice 
president; Mrs. Culver, Mrs. Lorene Harding, prissi-
year will offer for the first time
a children's menu, featuring en-
trees of chicken, fish, beef and—
the old favorite—peanut butter and
jelly.
Additionally, tile entioren's men-
us each feature four pages of "do-
e yourself" pictures which are
formed by connecting a series of
dots, Each picture represents a
fictional character from a nursery
rhyme—Little Tommy Tucker,
Cock-A-Doodle-Doo, Tommy TitUe-
mouse and the Cat and the Fiddle.
Bell also said that a new sand-
wich line has been added at all
State park restaurants. A hot
brown sandwich, formerly served
only at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park, will now be available
at all parks in addition to fish and
grilled cheese sandwiches. Special
emphasis will also be put on the
chef's salad bowl speciality, Bell
said -
Bell said these park restaurants
were open to the public on Eas-
ter Sunday: Carter Caves, Olive
Hill; Natural Bridge, Slade; Rough
River Dam, Falls of Rough; Lake
Cumberland, Jamestown; Kenlake,
Hardin: Kentucky Dam Village,
Gilbertsville; Cumberland Falls,
Oorbin, General Butler, Carrollton:
and Jenny Wiley, Prestonsburg.
Honesty in advertising is the
best advertising policy.
motel
Live it up in top luxury as you enjoy
every comfort and convenience ..
Beautiful rooms, suites and efficiencies all with
free television, telephones. 100% air-conditioned.
Swimming Pool set in exotic landscaped
gardens. Excellent Coffee Shop. Cocktail Lounge.
Complete Hotel Service. Free Perking.
Summer Rotes: April 20th to December 19th
Winter Rotes: December 20th to April 19th
Write, Wire or Phone for Reservations
WPM
Phone i Memo 7-4561
Teletypet 1396-3460
7301 BISCAYNE BLVD.
(US. 1)
C6000fr
ebb
_ghost"
Miami
FLORIDA
dent of Fulten4eurItt Fulton Club.
Last week Mrs. Henrietta Culver
the State President of the Ken-
tucky Business and Professional
Wernan's Club came to Fulton as
guest speaker at a large meeting
of the Fulton-South Fulton Club
The meeting held at the l'ark Ter
race was attended by members of
other clubs in the area as well as
by district officials. The pictures
tell the story.
Breathitt Seeks
Spotlight On
Local Industry
In proclaiming April 11-16 as
"Industry Appreciation Week",
Governor Edward T. Breathitt
urged the Fulton-South Fulton
Chamber of Commerce to give
special recognition to the area's
manufacturing industries during
that period.
Last year, 46 Kentucky communi-
ties honored their local industries
in programs held during the first
such week, get in February, Many
other towns and cities held special
observances in succeeding weeks.
Breathitt's proclamation urges
"all citizens, civic groups, and
public officials, state and local, to
participate in the recognition of
the is. portance of our industrial
citizens."
Taking note of Kentucky's cur-
rent industrial expassion program,
the proclamation observes that
"continually increasing efforts are
being made to attract new industry
so that Kentucky's advantages and
potential for manufacturing may
be realized in an ever-growing and
orderly manner."
The proclamation also lays stress
on the state and local support
given to existing industries to en-
courage expansion.
"Industry Appreciation Week" is
being sponsored by the Kentucky
Department of Commerce and the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
SURPRISE!
Mrs. Vera Parrish received a
pleasant surprise Sunday when
her sister, Mrs. Eula Sykes, of Val-
lejo, California, called to wish her
a happy Easter and a happy birth-
day on April Z.
People would be healthier V
they had a mind for it.
Monday Meeting
W. S. C. S. Circle One of the
First Methodist Church met at
2:30 p. m., Monday, April 11, in
the church, with Mrs. Hoyt Moore
and Mrs. Herman Williamson ser-
ving as hostesses.
After the roll call and routine
business, Mrs. J. 0. Lewis took
charge of the program. She was
assisted by Mrs. W. E. Hart, who
gave a comparison between wo-
men's work in the United Breth-
ren Church and in the Methodist
Church. Also, Mrs. J. D. Davis
gave some inteersting information
on the Jesse Lee Children's Home
in Alaska.
Mrs. Lewis commented on the
article in the Methodist Woman,
"What Concerns the Rhodesian
Woman." The meeting closed with
the devotional given by Mrs. Hat-
tie Wood, entitled "God's Jewels."
Pie and coffee were served by
the hostesses to fifteen members
during the social hour.
Top officer is TOP BANANA. In the absence of Festival President Mrs.
Paul Westpholing, who could not attend the meeting, Mrs. Annabelle
Edwards • former president of tile club bestows the TOP BANANA
award to the Stet, President, Mrs. Henrietta Culver,
Paula Jean Burton To Be
Bride Of Larry 0. Snider
The Cumberland Presbyterian
Church of Martin, Tenn., will be
the setting for the wedding of Miss
Paula Jean Burton and Larry
Orrin Snidec.
Their engagement is announc-
ed by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Preston Burton of Martin. Her
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Thompson of Water Valley
ane the late Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Burton of Martin.
Mr. Snider is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Orrin Snider of Sharon,
Tenn. He Is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Wright and Mrs.
Treva Snider and the late L. G.
Snider of Sharon.
'she bride-elect is a graduate
Andy Wade Is
Spelling Champ
Principal Lester Betty of South
Fulton High School anounced that
fifteen students had perfect all-A
standings for the fifth six week,
term honor roll.
The honor roll is as follows:
Seniors: All A's - Shirley Flow
ere Denise Barnes, Nancy Cun-
ningham, Dickie GOSSIIM, Susan
Burrow, Dec Barnard, Linda Hot
land, Teresa Pennington, Linda
Nanney, and Paula Whitlock;
3.5 Average - Jack Simpson
Peggy Pirtle, Sherry Brockwell.
Sandra Kendall, Carole Dixon
Aletha Little, Donnie Parr, Nelda
Clement, Mollie Alexander, Brenda
Archer.
Juniors: All A's Christina Mc-
Kinney, Steve Green: 3.5 Average-
Jane Graves, Lana Hutchins,
Sophomores: All A's - Charles
Walker; 3.5 Average - Susan Mal-
ray, Pam Netherland, Lane Doug-
las, Dana Puckett, Karen Taylor.
Freshmen: All A's - Jan Bell,
Marilyn Moss; 3.5 - Sandra Gillen.
Bob Boyd, Gary Fuller, Teresa
Ferguson, Susan Tegethoff, Judy
Townsend, Pat Holladay.
The Fulton County Spelling
Champion for 1966 is Andy Wade
son of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade,
Crutchfield, Route One. Andy will
represent Fulton County in the
Mid-South Spelling Bee at Mem-
phis on April 28.
Andy, 13, is a student in the
Cayce eighth grade. He and Mari-
lyn Morrison, a Hickman elemen-
tary student, batt10 for two hours
and fifteen minutes before they
both missed the word "knick-
knack". Marilyn missed "sedan"
and Andy spelled it correctly, then
got the next word right to win the
match.
Other schools participating with
Cayce and Hickman were Phillips,
Western and Riverview.
Andy won the Cayce school spell-
ing bee several weeks ago. The ,
following were competing: 6th
grades - Keith Menees, Ray Wood-
ruff; 7th graders - Dale Yates,
David Sneed; Ilth graders - Larry
Patrick and Andy Wade
of Martin High School and is now
a junior at the University of Ten-
nessee, Martin Branch, majoring
in secondary education. She is a
member of SHEA.
The bridegroom-elect is a gradu-
ate of Sharon High ScliShr and is
now a junior at the University of
Tennessee, Martin Branch, major-
ing in business administration.
His special fraternity is Pi Kappa
Alpha and he is treasurer of
Alpha Kappa Psi, professional
business fraternity.
The wedding will be solemnized
on the evening of June 10 at 7
o'clock. No formal invitations are
being sent. All friends and rela-
tives are invited to attend.
Remember Our Boys In Viet Nem
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
kr...scannas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643
Excellent Business Opportunity
Need qualified operator for Shell By-Pass Station,
now operated by Curtiss McAlister. Will help fi-
nance the right man.
See Bill Mantle or Lyndal Hicks
at
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Phone 472-3951
Latex-easy.. for woodwork & walls
Wonderful new SatinTone ... with extra hiding power. So easyl
Everything cleans up with soap and water. SatinTorre Latex
Satin Enamel dries in a jiffy to a hard, scrubinble flnish with
a lovely "soft satin" sheen. And you choose from hundreds of
smart new Satinfone colors ... all at the price of white!
SIMONS PAINT & WALLPAPER
107 E. STATE LINE DIAL 479-2724
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Grass and American Agriculture
Those who know little about agri-
culture admit grass is basic to our
national economy. No other na-
tion can produce like farmers in
the United States of America.
Agriculture has provided for de-
velopment of industry, stimulated
progress in science and engineer-
ing, and released all but a small
fraction of our population from
production of food and fiber.
An agricultural economy must
have certain strong cornerstones.
Our ability to produce grass is one
of these assets.
Total national grassland is about
1,100 minion acres, this means our
hay and pasture acres are more
than three times as great as other
cropland. This includes all grain,
fiber crops, oil seed, fruit, vege-
tables and harvested crops. This
actually provides more than 70
per cent of the annual feed re-
quirements of all dairy and beef
cattle, including sheep. Pasture
and rangeland alone supply more
than 50 per cent of the feed re-
quirements in the form of nutri-
ents too.
Our system of agriculture na-
ture and rangeland, and other
areas for hay and silage. More
recently haylage has been added
to the list of forage crops.
Grassland is composed of many
different legumes and grasses.
Much of our soil not suited or
needed for crops under cultivation
can be used in this manner.
Great diversity in climatic con-
ditions throughout the nation
created problems for our farmers.
Species adapted for one region
would not survive in another. Ex-
periment stations are constantly
working on new varieties to com-
bat weather and soil conditions.
Despite these problems, prosper-
ous farmers have profitable grass-
land. Management of these areas
is complex. It will become more
difficult as our demand increases.
Future roughage will undoubtedly
become a more solid cornerstone
to profitable farming.
Feed costs account for at least
50 per cent of the cost of produc-
ing milk. Forage plays an import-
ant roll in holding this fixed- cost
down. In beef cattle and sheep hay
and pasture make up more of their
daily feed and reflect an economic-
al ratio when high quality products
are used.
Agricultural strength in Amer-
ica depends to a great degree on
such natural resources. For many
years this will justify special at-
tention and strong action in edu-
cation and research programs.
Properly managed grassland will
remain indispensable for soil and
water conservation, watershed de-
velopment, outdoor recreation
and landscape beautification.
CHILDREN ADOPTED!
The Kentucky Department of
Child Welfare adoption program
placed 465 children in the fiscal
'dually lends itself to many types year 1964-65. A total of 1,458 chit-
of grazinnr. We use some for pas- dren were placed in foster care.
Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1. Under-
ground
railroad
7. Wander
13. Satisfy
14, Venerator
15. Bread
ingredient
18. Trenches
17. Pert girl
19. Color
20. Tree
22. Fix again
24. Aural organ
27. Mother
28. Average
29. Accomplish
30. Those in
power
32. Doctor:
slang
34. Margin
35. Academic
title
37. Find the
place
39. Possesses
40. Hebrew
tribe
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41 Woman's 51. Island: poet. 12. Bitter vetchhat 52. Hasten 18. Indian tent44 Easily 53. Not fat 19. Danger
remembered 54. Nuisance 20. Among4 . Gaze 55. Poem 21. Sound4 . Automobile 56. Goes astray 23. Unhappy50. Thou 25. Entrance
26. Italian city
DOWN 31. Places of
Answers on
Page 7
Don't Peek!
1. Enemy instruction
agent 32. Network
2. Rubber tree 33. End pas-
3. Sandy sage: music
seashore 34. Cattleman
4. Lave 36. Loud noise
5. In motion 38. Ranch
6. You animals
7. Sun god 41. Metal clasp
8. Allow to 42. Fail to keep
enter 43. Reverberate
9. Satellite 44. Indian tribe
10. Device for 45. Listen
stopping 46. Desires
11. Permit 49. Help
You'll Say they're delickmaid
BARBECUED BIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street Fulton. Ky.
FARMERS WHO USE A
SOURCESINGLE pAy
OP CREDIT
e.141' loduchon
‘10 redil ssoc,ation
LESS
A single source of credit, adequate
In amount and available when you
need it, SAVES YOU MONEY.
How? You buy for cash and payless; you pays known interest rate;your total costs are less. Your
Production Credit Association canbeet supply you with this single
source of credit. Want proof
Then contact:
PCA LOANS
JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit
Asseclathin
JOHN P. vvmsoN
Field Office Manager, Hickman, Kentucky
It's Here Again 
The Battle Of The Weeds
Mary. Mary1 quit. contrary, how does your garden grow?With dassd.lion. chickweed, and solid crabgrass in • row?A dandelion really might he "a thing of beauty" and "a joyforever" if it were not for the fact that it fits • common definitionof • weed: a plant out of place.
One reason why it is hard to
control is that one blossom can
produce 200 seeds. Crabgrass is
• pest because one plant pro-
duce. thousands of needs.
Lawn weeding once meanthours of back breaking labor ofpulling wassis by hand, and the
results were not usually im-
pressive. Nowadays, you can
choose from the modern arse-
nal of chemical weed killers
and get close to 100 per cent
control of weeds in a matter of10 to 14 days.
The first widely used selec-tive weed killer which would
control weeds with broad leaves
and not harm grass was 2,4-D.
Introduced in the 1940s, it undo-
ered in a new concept of chemi-
cal weed control.
While 2.4-D kills plantain
and dandelion, it is not so ef-fective in controlling knotweed,
chickweed, curly dock, dog fen-
nel, clover, and red sorrel. New
weed killers now available tohomeowners contain Banvel D
and 2,4-13 and give control of
nearly all problem broadleaf
weeds in lawns.
In spring or early summer
when weeds are actively grow-ing is the best time to use this
weed killer combination. He
this is also the time when
grass is actively growing, •fairly healthy stand of turf willfill in the bare spots left afterthe weeds disappear
Some of the moat effective
crabgrass killers Sr, lawn prod-
ucts containing Bandsne as the
active ingredient_ They also
will kill ants, gnat., and other
soil insects. Bandane has little
or no poet-emergence activity,
and therefore must be appliedbefore the crabgrass germi-
nates. That usually happens
when the soil temperature as 68degrees and there is plenty of
sunlight and surface moisture.Generally speaking, this crab-grass killer should be used atlilac bud time.
OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Term,
Feeder Calf Sale Averages
$144 Per Calf
Last Tuesday the Demonstration-
al Feeder Calf Sale of Obion Coun-
ty Livestock Association saw 348
feeder calves go through the auc-
tion ring and placed in the hands
of Obion County farmers $50,103.38.
This is the highest price per cal/
ever received at a Spring Feeder
Calf Sale sponsored by the locallivestock association. The feeder
calves averaged $144 per calf.
One hundred seventy-six (176)
steers with an average wt. of 574lbs. averaged 27.77 per CWT, and172 heifers with an average wt. of
506 lbs. averaged 25.33. A big ma-jority of the calves were carrying
an excess amount of flesh, which
attests to the good feed the calveshad received during the past Win-ter. The bulk of the choice steersbrought from 27.75 to 30.25 - choiceheifers from 25.50 to 26.25 • good
steers 27.20 to 30.00 - good heifersfrom 25.40 to 26.50 
- medium
steers from 25.00 to 28.75 - and
medium heifers from 24.25 to 25.80.A large percent of the calves re-turned to Obion County farms andfeed lots.
According to my observations
the sale last week was the smooth-
est and most efficiently operated
feeder calf sale ever conducted by
the Obion County Livestock Asso-
ciation, and credit for this should
go to the feeder calf committee
composed of Johnnie Wall, Paul
Grisham, Rufus Taylor, Charles
Powell and W. T. Garrigan, Jr.
ALFALFA GROWING AND
WORMS GROWING ALSO
Obion County alfalfa producers
started spraying their alfalfa last
week when the alfalfa weefil
worms began chewing up a lot of
the alfalfa fields. If you have al-
falfa, look at it closely and it's
time to spray when 50 percent of
the alfalfa plants show signs of the
worms feeding on the plants.
I've been in a lot of alfalfa fields
lately, but I observed the best field
of fall 1965 seeded alfalfa on W. T.
Garrigan, Jr. farm at Woodland
Mills.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
April 19 - Feeder Pig Sale - Lex-
, ington.
April 20 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Brownsville.
April 29 - Pecan Grafting Dem-
onstration 
- Obion County,
May 3 - Lamb Pool - Union City7
COMPULSORY WALKI
A person can do a lot of walk-
ing in six months, if he doesn't
have a driver license. If he needs
his car for business, he may wear
out shoe leather finding a new
jola, unless he takes care of the
privilege to drive. The Driver Li-
cense Point System regulates
those who refuse to obey traffic
laws. Don't wait until too late to
care about your license, warns the
Kentucky Department of Public
Safety,
AUTO INSPECTION!
Kentucky is one of 22 states and
the District of Columbia that have
automobile-inspection laws on their
hooks.
HARD TO STOMACH
People make ulcers possible, and
ulcers make some people impossi-
ble.
-Times-Republican,
Marshalltown, Is,
Area Students
On Honor Roll
At Murray U
A total of 512 students made the
honor roll at Murray State Univer-
sity for the fall semester, accord-
ing to Dean of Admissions Wilson
Gantt. In order to be listed on the
honor roll, a student must have at
least a 3.40 standing o na 40 sys-
tem.
Those in this arca listed are:
Fulton - Charles M. Allen, 3.42;
David L. Howell, 4.00; Stanley
Jeffress, 3.44: Sherell B. Olive,
3.42; Charles A. Rice, 3.47; Marie
E. Rudelle, 3.50; Wanda D. Sand-
ling, 3.62.
Hickman - Maurice Bondurant,
4.00; David E. Fields, 3.55; Linda
M. Giles, 3.50; Joan MeGinness,
3.53; Vernon D. Wright, 4.00; Janis
K. Yarbro, 3.53.
Water Valley - Joyce Binford,
3.66; Robert Henderson, 4.00.
Wickliffe - Wilma Adams, 3.80;
Preston Howie, 3.65; Sidney John-
son. 3.53; Margaret Pittman, 3.85:
Marilyn Sanders, 3.58.
Wingo - Cynthia B. Aplin, 364
Fulton County
Agent's News
JOHN WATTS
WOOL PAYMENTS UNDER WAY
IN COUNTY
Incentive payments to Fulton
County growers under the 1965 na-
tional wool program now are well
under way, according to Roy
Bard, Chairman, Agrictultural
Stabilization and Conservation
County Committee. Payments is
the County on shorn wool, unshorn
lambs, and amounted to $1,445.24.
The payments on wool represents
the percentage necessary to
bring the producer's sales re-
turns up to an announced
support level. Lamb payments are
made under the program to en. I
courage the normal marketing of
lambs with the wool on and to
prevent unusual sharing of lambs.
The Chairman also reminded
growers of the continuing need to -
keep complete records on Mend
sales of wool and lambs
and to report their purchases
of unshorn lambs when filing appli-
cations for program payments
Where lambs have been owned
by more than one producer, the
program payment is prorated
among the various owners. Deduc-
tions are made from the pay-
ment to any one pro6cer equal
to th eamount of payment due •
prior owner on the- liveweight of
his sale of unshorn lambs: the
payment to each owner is based
on the weight gain of the lambs
during his ownership.
Limb payments are made only
on lambs which a producer has
owned for 30 days or more and
which had never been shorn at the
time of sale. Likes toe, wool pay-
ments are made only to a producer
who has owned the sheep or lambs
from which the wool was shorn for
at least 30 days.
The wool payment program was
first authorized by the National
Wool Act of 1954. It was extended
by the Food and Agriculture Act
of 1965 to cover marketuags
through December 31, 1969. As
changed last year, the support level
for wool in the future will be re-
lated to changes in production and
other costs.
The 1966 support price for wool,
announced November 24, 1965, is
65 cents a pound, 3 cents a pound
higher than the support price for
1965. The 1966 support price for
mohair is 758 cents a pound. 3
cents a pound higher than the 1965
support price.
Subscribe To The News
ItnFala-Sport Sedan. Eight standard safety features,
including front and rear seat belts. .•
DUKEDOM NEWS
By Mn, Wanes Weetbreek
Mrs. Opal Outland arrived from
Chicago last Tuesday to spend an
Easter vacation with her brothers.
Basil and Loyd Watkins and fami-
lies.
Mrs. A. C. Bell had to return to
the hospital last week. Mrs. Bell
had surgery at Hillview recently
and is unable to make complete
recovery since them.
Mrs. Nell Frye and son, Jimmie,
from Walled Lake, Mich., visited
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Harrison, last week. She is doing
just fine after a recent operation.
Mr. Harrison, who has been un-
der the doctor's care for several
weeks, was able to return to his
Mrs. Lewis Armstrong and
grandson, Jimbo, visited Mrs.
Gert Ford at Mayfield Sunday;
and Mr and Mrs. C. W. Sanderson
visited Ruble Sanderson and fami-
ly at Mayfield.
Mrs. Jodie Hedge has been a
patient in Fulton Hospital the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Johnson,
of Murray, were home for Easter
and attended services at Good
Springs. Mrs. Johnson was former-
ly Dean Watkins.
Others home for the Easter va-
cation were Ruth Darnell, who
teaches at Neoga, Ill., and Sarah
Ann Dacus, a teacher at Waterloo,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Easley and
baby left on Saturday for Youngs-
town, Ohio, to make their home.
Mr. Easley is employed there.
Mrs. T. I.. Ainley, Mrs. Cleve
Work and Hillman Westbrook serv-
ed as a committee to secure a new
piano for Good Springs Church. It
was delivered last Friday and ad-
ded much to the music on Easter,
work today.
Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
Fallon Insurance Agency
FOE YOUR
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMERS LIABILITY COVERAGE
' FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 4724351 201 MAIN STREET
FULTON. KENTUCKY
.=1111•1!".-
Is Yellowstone
the finest
Bourbon
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?
Well,
it's No. 1
in sales.
6 years old.
10 PWOOf
Kaatuciy Straight Bourbon, 90 Proof a 103 Proof Bottled In-Boad,Yellowstone Dtstillary Co. Louls,1110 Kentucky
44-CM
Disloyal AMMO.
CIIEVROLEIt ALWAYS BEEN FAMOUS FOR SMOOTHING OUT ROUGH ROADS
And right now for a Double Dividend, you get a buy that'll smooth out your budget!
CHEVROLET
DOUBLE
DIVIDEND DAYS!
NO. 1 BUYS • NO. 1 CARS
Now at your Chevrolet dealer's
Buys on those big, beautiful Chevrolets have
never been better! Expensive car looks andluxury, solid value features like Delcotron
generator, self-adjusting brakes, Magic-Mirrorfinish. Right now you can find just the color
and body style you want-and your Chevrolet
dealer's making it mighty easy to buy. See him!
=Du
An kinds of good omit' arise plato-...00r elle-violeldeiloiio Chevrolet • Chevelle • Chevy II • Corvalr • corvette
16-30137
Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
FOURTH STREET FULTON PHONE 472-2466
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STRIST
Songstress Hank Fort Puts Out LPs - There's Talent In That Family
Songstress Hank Fort has
brought out a record album of her
own tunes.
Hank Fort McAuliffe is the for-
mer Eleanor Hankins. She is re-
lated to Doris Huddleston Wiley
snd frequently visited in Fulton.
An inventive composer of catchy
novelty numbers, who has enliven•
ed the Washington cocktail cricuit
for years singing her own zippy
selections such as "Save Your
Confederate Money, Boys" (The
South will rise again), "Put Your
Shoes On, Lucy," and "Southern
Cookin'." Miss Fort this time has
come up with something different.
Most of the twelve selections on
the two-sided long-playing record
could best be described as popular
ballads—"the kind of thing you
might expect Robert Goulet to
sing," Hank says,
She is composer or co-composer
of all of them but "they aren't
the kind of thing I sing well," she
says, so her voice is seldom heard
on the album.
Most of the tunes are sung by
Hank's husband of two years,
William McAuliffe, a stock broker
who surprised everyone by having
a good voice.
Favorite Friend
The album takes its name from
one of the songs, "My Favorite
Friend," an appropriate title be-
cause the whole enterprise is about
as steeped in friendship as it could
possibly be.
Several friends of Hank and
Bill's put up the $5,000 it cost to
cut the record ("I think it's the
first album ever 'angeled' by •
group of people," Hank says).
-There are five full angels, one
double angel, and the rest are half
angels." she says. "I couldn't have
any less than that, because if we
ever get to paying dividends, I
couldn't figure a half of a half.''
Another friend, Writer Ruth
Montgomery, wrote the blurb on
the back of the jacket as her con-
tribution. Friend Ed Clark, now a
Washington builder but formerly
a photographer for Life Magazine,
took the photographs of Hank and
Bill that adorn the jacket.
Friends in the recording business
—Producer Jerry Crutchfield and
Arranger Bill McElhiney—found
time to help. They were paid regu-
lar rates, Hank says, but no a-
mount of money could have per-
suaded them to fit her unknown
record company (Gemini Records
—"I thought up the name 12 years
ago. It's my birth sign. I believe in
those things.") into their busy
MUMNUE&CO.
0.....0.10 Phase M
• Arr..,:reag Wald Linoleum.
—Marl sad Tile.
—Worms Correa, :
—Ogialetertna, Modern •
Antigua
JAMES HAZELWOOD
Hank
schedules if they hadn't been old
friends.
Crutchfield and McElhiney, in
turn, talked an old friend of theirs
and tops in his field, Engineer
Chuck Seitz, into coming aboard.
Unknown Label
Pianist Bill Purcell, the Anita
Kerr singers and some individual
members of some male singing
groups provided background talent
for the record on the same basis.
It is a practice common among
equally weliknown performers,
and they were paid standard union
rates—but again, only friendship
impelled them to agree to per-
form for an unknown label. They
could not even be listed in the
jacket credits, because all have
contracts with large record com-
panies.
To finish up the friendship
theme, Hank clipped the signatures
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Ten High
is true
bourbon
• sip it slow and easy
• it's made by Hiram Walker
• it's 86 proof
• it's straight bourbon
whiskey
$2.50 $4.00
Pint 4-5 Qt.
FULL QUART $5.110
(Tax Included)
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N\RAM WALKERS
N RIOS
'titAi;31,7 . wo-L;•0
vonskty
Awe'
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF, porno) IN BOND
HIRAI* WALKER S. SONS INC., PEORIA, ILLINOIS
"10111 ereale
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Fort and husband Bill McAuliffe
from hundreds of letters she has
received over the years, for re-
production on the record jacket.
The list—often signed with first
names only—ranges from politics
—Sam Rayburn, "Lady Bird," for-
mer Senator Theodore Francis
Green, Rep Hale Boggs, "Estes"
and "Nancy" Kefauver, "Adler —
through show business Eli Wallach,
"Jack- Lernmon, "Red" Nichols,
"Vaughan" Monroe, "Rosemary"
(looney, "Franchot"Tone and
"Ilelen II," for Hayes.
She Flipped
The hardest part of the whole
project, Hank says, was persuad-
ing her old friends (most of whom
live and work in Nashville, now
the nation's "record capital,")
• CAYCE NEWS
By Mae Glades Isondurant
We are sorry Mrs. Bessie Camp-
bell is a patient in the Fulton Hos-
pital, and wish her a speedy re-
covery.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Campbell,
of near Henderson, Ky., Mr. and
Mrs. Billie Campbell, of Lone Oak,
visited their mother, Mrs. Bessie
Campbell, in the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. DanIcek and
children, of Homewood, Ill., are
spending their Easter vacation
with her mother, Mrs. Sallie John-
son.
We are sorry Mrs. Virginia Jones
had an accident and broke her leg.
She is now at the home of her son,
Tommy Jones, and is improving
nicely. Mrs. Writhe Cruce and
Clarice Bondurant visited her
Thursday.
Mrs. John Stone is visiting her
daughter in Illinois.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Johnson, of
Los Angeles, arrived Saturday to
attend the bedside of her sister,
Mrs. Bessie Campbell.
We are sorry Mrs. Glenn Coving-
ton is in the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis. We wish her a speedy
recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Harrison have
purchased the Overby home in
Cayce.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pruett, of St.
Louis, attended the funeral and
burial of his cousin, Mrs. Dorothy
Lassiter, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cruce, of
Detroit, are visiting his mother,
Mrs. Lurline Cruce, and Mr. and
Mrs. Keithly Cruce.
Larry Gardner, and Maurice Carr
Bondurant ,of Murray State, are
spending spring vacation with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John E.
Cruce and Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
7,ouclurant.
Our town was saddened by the
death of Mrs. Dorothy Fuller Las-
siter who was living with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fuller; sisters,
4
that her husband, whom they
hadn't met, could sing.
"I could see them exchanging
glances and thinking, 'Poor old
Hank, she's flipped over this guy;
he probably can't sing a note,' "
she said.
But they agreed to go ahead, af.
ter asking her if she realized "how
much all this is going to east,"
she said.
Her sweetest memory, Hank
says, was when Crutchfield, the
producer turned to her in the pro-
duction booth while the record was
being cut, and said: "Man alive,
the man sings!
"You're not going to be able to
keep him on Gemini," he added.
—ISABELLE SHELTON.
Shc was loved by all who knew her
and will be missed by all her
friends and family. We extend
sympathy to her son, Gary; par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fuller; sister,
Jean and LaDotha; also her aunt,
Mrs. J. C. Menees, Sr., and uncle,
Elmer Cason. Burial was in Cayce
cemetery Sunday afternoon, after
funeral in Hornbeak chapel.
The birthday Club met Monday,
April 11, in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lum McClellan in Hickman,
in honor of her mother, Mrs. Alvin
Mabry. A nice pot-luck dinner was
served at the noon hour, after
which Mrs. Mabry opened her
many nice gifts. Those present
were: Ray Adams, Lucille De-
Myer, Irby Hammonds, J. T. Work-
man, Clint Workman, Rob Adams,
Clara Care, Lurline Cruce, Emma
McClellan, Edna Aiwa Donald
Mabry, Juanita Shaw and Mrs.
Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. Lam McClel-
lan, Clarice Bondurant, and the
honoree, Mrs. Mabry. MI left
wishing Mrs. Mabry many more
happy birthdays.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Stephenson
and son, Gary, are visiting Mrs.
Nell Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs James Wallace and
son, James Earl, of Chamblee, Ga.,
and Bobby Tibbs, of Memphis, are
visiting their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Tibbs.
Answers to male on page 4
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Paducah Art
Guild Showing
One-Man Exhibit
A one-man show of work by
George N. Foster, prominent Illi-
nois painter, and Professor of Art
in the School of Fine Arts at the
University of Illinois in Cham-
paign, is now on exhibition at the
Paducah Art Guild Gaileey, Sec-
ond and Broadway. He was born in
Ridgway, Illinois and many of his
paintings reflect his interest in the
landscape and geology of Southern
Illinois which was his boyhood
home.
Foster received his art education
at the University of Illinois, Penn-
sylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
and the University of Denver. He
holds several degrees and is wide-
ly known as an art educator, and
juror of art exhibitions.
His work has been shown in
many national exhibitions, and last
year he won a Purchase Award
in the annual Audubon Artists
show in New York City. He has ex-
hibited at the National Watercolor
Exhibition, Dulin Gallery, Knox-
ville, Tenn.; Corcoran Biennial,
Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washing-
ton, D. C.; National Academy of
Design, New York (Purchase
Award); Oklahoma Printmakers
Society; Western Annual, Denver
Art Museum; Butler Institute of
Art, Annual Exhibition of Ameri-
can Painting; Mississippi Art As-
sociation, National Oil Painting
Exhibit (Purchase Award); Evans-
ville Museum of Arts and Science
(Honorable Mention); Ohio Valley
Oil and Watercolor Exhibition
of Drawings: National Painting
Exhibition, University of Miami;
Chicago Union League Exhibition
of Painting.
His work in the Paducah show
will be ail paintings and drawings.
He uses an unusual technique com-
bining wax lithograhy crayon and
color washes. His work has strong
design and is influenced by his in-
tense interest in nature and its
many conformations.
This exhibit will be on view
through April. The gallery is open
12-4 Tuesdays through Saturdays,
1,5 on Sundays, and is closed on
Mondays. There is no admission
charge and the public is invited.
MORE TEACHER PAYI
Kentucky public school teachers
will receive base salary increases
ranging from $450 to $1,100 over
the 1966-68 fiscal years, with those
having at least 10 years' experi-
ence receiving the biggest in-
creases.
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By We, Covey Moths
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
appointment at New Salem Bap-
tist Church the past Sunday at 11
a. m. and the evening worship ser-
vice was conducted following the
BTU, which meets at 7 p. m. A
very good attendance was had at
this Easter service.
Mr. and Mrs. David Lassiter and
children, Jacqueline and David
Keith, of Akron, Ohio, arrived
Saturday afternoon on Easter va-
cation and will be guests of par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter,
near here, and Mr. and Mrs. Man-
cil.Wright of Dresden Route.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard McGuire
were guests of relatives, Mr. and
Mrs. Grover True, the past Sunday.
Cloyce Puckett has just recent-
ly undergone gall-bladder surgery
at the Fuller Morgan Hospital in
Mayfield. We hope for him a quick
recovery, as do all friends 'round
about this vicinity.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter suffered
some injuries to her lame limb and
strained muscles, the cartilage in
her knee, and has been a-bed a
portion of the time from the pain.
All friends hope she will improve
very soon.
Fire destroyed an old landmark,
the old home of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Minor Tucker, State Line
Road, near this village the past
Sunday afternoon. Both Tennessee
and Kentucky fire departments
were summoned, the forest rangers
and volunteer citizens joined to
combat the fire that burned over
150 acres or more before it was
brought under control. Origin of
the fire is unknown to your corres-
pondent at this time.
Dewey Grissom is maxing rapid
strides toward recovery and hopes
to get home from the hospital
soon. All friends hope his con-
valescent days will be speeded up
and that he gains his former
health.
Bro. Charles Wall filled his ap-
pointment at Knob Creek Church
of Christ the past Sunday at 11
a. m. Bible service is held at
10 a. m. Many attended.
Remember Our Boys In Viet Nam
• PIERCE STATION
By Mrs, Charles Lowe
Nice crowds attended service at
Johnson Grove and Chapel Hill
yesterday. Two were added to-the
church at Johnson Grove. Bro.
John Bradley preached at eleven
o'clock, then caught the 3:45 p. in.
train for Miami, Fla., where he
will join the crowd going to Ecua-
dor Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dell have
moved to South Fulton from the
Myrtle Orleans place.
Mrs. Frankie Ferguson has c"
turned from Irving, Texas, after
spending ten days with her bro-
ther, Joe Royce Lowe, and family
Mr. and Mrs. McCullogh and
children, of Memphis, spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Mancil Roach.
Mrs. Maynard Wiedenbach has
moved to the Hattie Renfro place.
Mrs. Nina Egle, Mrs. Matheny
and Mrs. Ruth Owens, of Union
City, spent Sunday afternoon with
Mrs. E. C. Lowe; also, Mrs. Anna
Belle Edwards, of Fulton, spent
a Short time Sunday afternoon.
Jack Lowe attended a DX meet-
ing in Union City Wednesday night
Alton Smithson has been on the
sick list for several days; also.
DeWitt Matthews is not feeling
good.
Pamela Greer and David Long,
from UTMB at Martin, spent the
Easter holidays with homefolks
here.
Today (Monday) looks like we
may get a much needed rain.
Little David Royce Greer at
tended an Easter egg bunt at
Chapel Hill Saturday afternoon
He found lots of eggs, also the
prize egg.
DIAL 472-1997
Storm Doors
SidinsoRoofing
Awni _
Insulation
Windows
FHA Ter us
TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
400 MO. Bill T•yloe
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 55 Years
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers
Fulton J. B. MANESS & SONS Greenfield
Phone 472-18R1 Phone 235-2293Oreoldteld, 7'euza.
dsaimaisemem. 
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FOR HOSPITAL PROTECTION
NtiLcIwIwI"11
FOR SURGICAL-MEDICAL PROTECTION
This Important Message
Is For Persons 65 Years of Age
And Over Who Are NOT
CROJY-Wr SitilDs Members
If you are signed up
for Parts A and B
of Medicare, you
may apply for "Blue
Cross-Blue Shield
65," which "adds to
—but does not dup-
licate" — Medicare
benefits.
MAIL THIS
COUPON
TODAY FOR
INFORMATION
This Enrollment Period Is From
APRIL 15 To JUNE 1 ONLY ...
For Persons Who Con Meet Heahh
Requirements And Who Ar• NOT
Blue Cross-Blue Shield Members.
toga
Members Will Receive Information By
Mall Or Through Their Groups And
Should NOT Moil This Coupon.
I UM CROSS ea SLUR SHIELD
I 3101 terdsiewo Bond
I Louisville, Ken/Inky 40205
I Please mail me on application and information for "BLUE
CROSS-BLUE SHIELD 65," without obligation. I am a Kentuckian,
65 or over, and am signed for Parts "A" and "B" of Medicare,
am not now o member of Blue Cross-Blue Shield,
I NAME 
I ADDRESS 
I cm  STATE Er COO!
NF-7-66
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NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Pave One)
a delegate to the National Conven-
tion. R. Paul was at Boy Scout
Camp in Colorado Springs and
Paul was at Reserve Officers'
Camp at Fort Meade, Maryland.
Paul and I have decided that
we're not going to worry about the
paper at all next week, although I
am going to try to file a story from
Quito just as soon as I arrive, for
publication in next week's issue.
The shop, bless them, have been
superb in their insistence that we
go, so I know that your weekly
visit from us will be in good hands.
News From Our
Boys In The
SERVICE
FORT KNOX, KY.—Second Lt.
James H. Cheatham Jr., whose
parents live on Route 1, Fulton,
Ky., completed an armor officer
basic course at the Army Armor
School, Fort Knox, Ky., April 5.
The nine-week course included
branch training in armor for newly
commissioned officers with special
emphasis on the duties of a tank
platoon leader.
The 22-year-old officer is a 1961
graduate of Fulton City High
School and a 1965 graduate of the
There's only one sad note con- University of Kentucky.
nected with the entire venture—
and that is that R. Paul cannot He is a member of Phi Delta
take time out from his college Theta fraternity.
duties to go along with us to com-
plete the family entourage. He has
been his usual wonderful self in
being happy that we are having
such a good opportunity to get
away together, even though he is
not able to be along.
I may as well tell you that it is
a rather awesome thought to won-
der what would happen to him if
anything happened to us. This is
also the first time that Paul and I
have flown together, on the same
plane, although we have taken
countless trips by auto together,
and perhaps given little thought tc
the fact that something could hap-
pen to us together.
It's only when we think about a
flying trip that we think in grue
some channels. Anyway we've talk
ed it over with him and he un-
derstands. I think without a doubt
he is the very nicest 18-year oh
boy I ever knew .. . as if I'm no
prejudiced.
Old Faithful, Forgetful!
Mildred Freeman, a faithful ant
dedicated Illinois Central employe(
left Sunday on that system for tht
trip to Miami. She was so excite(
about going, while trying to M
helpful to all the other travellers
urging -them to take care of at
their belongings, etc., that she
went right off and forgot her owl
hat and coat. We will deliver them
to her in Miami.
Mildred has also been such a
wonderful help in organizing the
many details connected with the
trip . .. actually see don't see how
we could have gotten along with,
out her during all these frenzied
days of preparation.
Flamers Fo.r Living?
While tossing out bouq„':ts to the
helpers and such I cannot leave
tliese shores without making
llc mention of the fact that it it
were not for Connie Pawlukiewicz
and Annabelle Edwards I doubt it
we could have a Banana Festival
at all. There's not enough paper in
this world, nor ink, nor type to
commend these two wonderful peo-
ple for the great help they have
lees ',;.; me personally, and to the
Festival.
Youen't find people any more
who will work with a person who
walks into an office of a morning
and says . . "I'm not in a very
good mood today, so beware."
They beware . they'll usually
be where they're needed for everj
detail for which they are needed.
Glory be for them!
Famed Festival
One more item about the Banana
Festival. People from far and near
never cease to be amazed at the
magnitude Of Our venture. Bob
McKnight called me Monday to
tell me that Ms sister-in-law, Mrs.
Charles McKnight of Stockton,
California visited here recently to
take part in a family reunion of all
the kith and kin that was held in
Chattanooga. Mrs. McKnight 'is a
newspaper columnist and edtior of
the Stockton, (Calif.) Record, own-
ed by former Senator William
Knowland of California.
Mrs. McKnight went back home
and wrote in her column that she
could hardly believe her eyes
when she saw the road signs de-
signating our city as the "Banana
Cross-roads of America." She
wrote at length about the Festi-
val and urged her readers to come
here for this year's event if it was
at all possible.
She is just one of many know-
ledgeable people who marvel at
what our twin cities can do. So
again we say . . vve've made a
reputation for ourselves that needs
the help of everybody around here
to maintain, with work and ideas.
"Must List?"
As expected I was too snowed
under last Thursday to see the
sneak preview of "The Restless
Ones," held at the Fulton Theatre.
Everybody who saw it gave it rave
notices. I certainly plan to see it
when it returns for a regular run.
Subscribe To The News
• DUKEDOM BT. 2
Mrs, 0. F. Taylor
We had an Easter service at
Bethlehem Church Sunday at 9
a. in. Our pastor, Bro. N. L. Crit-
tenden, brought the message. Sev-
eral visitors attended, who are al-
ways welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Givens
were Saturday night guests of her
brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Rowland of near Pilot Oak.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visit-
ed their daughter and family, Mr.
and Mrsi Bob Scott and girls, of
Lunt.. Oak.recently.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire and
Mrs. Laura Matthews and sister
of Dukedom, called on Bro. and
Mrs. T. Y. Smithmier, of near
Benton, Sunday afternoon. Bro.
Smithmier came home from a
Memphis Hospital recently.
Mrs. Ira Raines, of Pilot Oak,
was the week end guest of her
sister, Mrs. Dal Gilliam, and Mr.
Gilliam of Dukedom.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rowland
and Daryl, of Michigan, are visit-
ing relatives here this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Givens of
Water Valley, Mr. and Mrs. Nor-
man Puckett of Lone Oak. and
Mrs. Hattie Puckett of Pilot Oak,
attended singing at Oakton Sunday!
afternoon.
Our sympathy goes out to the
family of Mrs. George Owens. who ,
passed away Friday night at her I
home east of Water Valley. Her
funeral was held at Bayou de Chein
Sunday afternoon, with burial in
Camp Beatirwg@rd Ce- le:ery.
Miss Lila Mae Casey, of Murray,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Richard Alex-
ander Sunday and attended preach-
ing at the Pilot Oak Baptist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman
attended the funeral and burial of
Mrs. George Owens Sunday after-
noon.
TAKE HEED!
Fulton Post Master Joe Treas is
calling attention to the fact that,
for income tax returns to be post-
marked April 15. they must be de-
posited in collection boxes
throughout the city not later than
4 p. in. or the post office not later
than 7 p. m. on April 15.
What
Quality
Beef Does
A&P Sell?
That's a fair vest-Ion. But not an easy one to answer bemuse we have our man quality
standards, different from any other meat merchant.
These standards don't fit exactly the familiar terms you know for grades of meat. As
an example, did you know that some beef, graded U.S. Choice, just doesn't meet our
"Super-Right" specifications? It's true! You see.., we don't buy by grade. We uss
our own high Mandards to bring you the best values.
That doesn't mean we don't approve of such grading—not at all. It just means we're
very fussy about the beef we label "Super-Right." It stands to reason we hare to be or
A'I' wouldn't be America's number one meat merchant
Are "Super-Right" Meats a good reason for shopping AaPT
Save Big on Fine Grocer ies!
More Travelers
Ecuador Bound
In addition to those going by
train to Miami, enroute to Ecua-
dor, Enoch Campbell and his bro-
ther-in-law, G. B. Henson from
Wingo, drove down; , Mrs.
Norris Dame went by automo' "e
with L. M. McCuan and his daug.i.
ter from Dyersburg. Mr. McCuan
is with the Health Department of
the State of Tennessee.
NEWS FROM TRAVELERS
In a telephone call to her dau-
ghter, Mrs. William Earl Long,
Tuesday night, Mn. Mildred Free-
man stated that Paul. Jo and
Mary Jo Westpheling, also Mrs.
Sara Kirkland of Union City, had
arrived in Miami and all were at
the airport, ready to take off for
Ecuador. Mildred said that much
excitement prevails as they are
being given the "royal treatment"
in Miami.
Other Photos On Page One
Dub Burnett., • Banana Festival adviser shakes hands with Festival
president Jo Westoheling until they meet again in Miami. Mrs. Burnett@
is in the center.
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Tomato Soup
Preserves 
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PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, APRIL 16
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CLIP THESE EXTRA PRIZE SLIPS!
TO HELP YOU WIN...
KETCHUP
LIQUID
DETERGENT
ii r., 594
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It-.- 494
PLAY IT LIKE BINGO!
FRESH TENDER
Green Onions
3 BUNCHES 19c
Egg Plant """ """ 2 r- 294
DIEICKE WEAN LW 3 ,$100.Pineapple
53,
Sharp Cheese " 694
Cheese Spread0.•=5T"""v:  
494Cream Cheese E.O.M., TO TR teSt " SO. rIy 2
Dairy Values!
Cheese ',.;11;111,rp17ita“...
THE EXCITING NEW SHOPPING GAME THAT
GIVES YOU 2 GAME SLIPS AT A TIME—NOT
JUST 1—TO HELP YOU WIN MORE PRIZES
IT'S FUN!...JT'S FREE!...IT'S EASY!
• Simply pick up your FREE copy of the new AWARDS
& PRIZES gorne card at your ALP stone Pictured on your
game card are 48 ALP products. With every ALP visit
you receive 1 free concealed sat of 2 AWARDS & PRIZES
gar. slips. Cut off the edges of each strip to revisal the
picture. of 2 ALP Brand Prod... Locate these products
on your game card and you're on your way to becoming
an AWARDS & PRIZES game winner.
When you fill a straight lino of 7 products horizontally,
vertically or diagonally on your garne card you win a
cash prize up to $1000.00.
Take your winning slips to ALP. After they have been
verified, you will receive your p-ize from the manager.
Ws as sirnple as that! NOTE: THE CENTER BLOCK OF
YOUR GAME CARD IS A FREE BLOCK TO HELP YOU WIN.
EXTRA BONUS! Each week we will print Extra AWARDS & PRIZES
game slips in our newspaper ads. Watch for the. ad. Cut out and
use these EXTRA game slips rOgEther with all the game slips you
receive at our stores to win your shore of prizes. Start with the 4
extra game slips in this od I Enter all 4 on your AWARDS & PRIZES/—
game card and you are on your way to winning Cash Prises!
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Little Railroad Gave
Riders 'Extra Service'
EDITOR'S NOTE — This delightful story about d little
railroad line which once operated between Dyersburg and
'riptortville and called ltself the Dyersburg & Northern
Railroad, appeared recently In The Louisville Courier-
Journal. The article should be of interest locally.
AN, ME! Tie your hate on, ti lends, as we Join N. F. Anderson,
Louisville, In a train excursion through the bottom lands of
West Tennessee. "The Dyerslairs (Tenn.) Si Northern R.R. was
incorporated in 1904," he begins. "It ran north from Dyersburg
to TiptonviIle, Tenn., about 21 miles. In 1913 the illinois Cen-
tral took it over, extended the
line to Hickman, Ky., and still
uses it.
"Estil Frank was working on
an Arkansas farm about 190/.
He decided to vist some folks in
Titan, Tess., not far from Tin-
tonville. The Cotton Belt Rail-
road told him he could get • train
at Dyersburg to that area. He
crossed the Mississippi to
Dyersburg on the Cotton Belt for
2 cent/ • mUe.
"Finding his way to the Da N
depot, he Inquired of the porter
as to when the up train would
leave. 'Boss,' said that worthy,
'It won't go till it gets here.'
Furthermore, Mr. Frank was
advised: (A) there was only one
train; (B) it turned around at
each end of the MN; only
God knew when it would arrive
at either end and, (D) U it was
dark when it got there it would
stay there all night.
"Armed with these tactsand
buoyed up with hope a nickel's
worth of cheese and crackers,
about 1 p.m. he heard a train
whistle. The porter sat up.
'Boss,' be said, 'that was he
engine man. He's telling his
wife he will make one more trip
and be home for *upper.' The
train, consisting of • box car,
a grimy passenger car, and a
little locomotive, made the U-
turn and stopped at the depot.
" 'Yes, sir,' said the con-
ductor, 'I will sell you a tick.),
to Horn Ridge, and you can make
It over to Titan, about tour
miles. That will be 60 cents.'
The train pulled out and rattled
along, stopping here and there
where a yak-trail came down
to the trackside, putting off ce-
dar churns, kegs of horse shoes,
buggy whips, etc., and taking on
chickens in crates, eggs in
boxes, hogs with feet tied, and
piggined potatoes in sacks.
"At Horn Ridge the traveler
detrained and noted the town
consisted of a house, a church,
and • cemetery. He hoofed it
over to Titan. Pockets stuffed
with ham sandwiches, he
returned a few days later and
caught the down train. Halfway
to Dyersburg it stopped and the
crew left It. The men returned
in about an hour, stating they
had run their traps, reset the
snares, and bought some eggs
at 10 cents a dozen.
"The Conductor came
through for tickets, whereupon
Mr Frank asked him why travel
on the little line cost 3 cents
a mile. 'Sir,' said that official,
'all trains carry you forward
for 2 cents a Inile. For the
other cent, sir, we rock you
from side to side!' "
Politicians Act
like Candidates
Ity SY RAMSEY
Aseschded Preen Writer
FRANKFORT (AP)—Lt Gov
Harry Lee Watetteld was boat
to nearly 66 people Tuesday for
4% hours of socializing and poli-
tics
The affair at the lieutenant
governor's mansion was describ-
ed by WaterfUld as a "110Et of
symposium."
"It was just a social meeting."
he said, "but after awhile we got
to talking politics. You know
bow It is."
Watertleld said he planned
similar gatherings again, but bas
set no dates.
"People are Just interested,"
he said. 'They came here front
Mill's Point ton the Mississippi
River) to the Big Sandy."
Waterfield declined comment
for governor In 1667
"There was concern with the
future al the political situation
In Keetneky." he said, "but we
SHOE REPAIR
PHONE 472 1513
or 472 1700
-
, Shoe Repair
204 n.in Street
didn't deal in personalities."
Meantime, two other potential
candidates took actions Tues-
day to indicate they would like
to seek the governorship
Ward 'dm Moeda.
Ifigl.way Commissioner Henry
Ward sent invitations to the ap-
pointed members of the gover-
nor's cabinet asking them to a
meeting at 2 p.m. Thursday In
discuss "a subject of impor-
tance .. that needs your person-
al attention."
Senate Malority Leader J. D.
Buckman called a news confer-
ence for 3 p.m. Thursday. The
topic was not announced but
Buckman was expected to an-
nounced his candidacy.
Ward's invitation Cm Nit.hwa.v
Department stationery was hand
carried to the appointed offic-
iVisterfield is a Democratic
factional foe of Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt, now vacationing near
the Bahamas, and of former
Gov. Bert Combs, who has not
announced whether he Intends to
run again
Waterfield said nearly e month
ago "a number of people" have
talked to him about the gover-
norship candidacy.
Tuesday he said, "I found that
everybody's ear is to the ground
— not only mine."
Meantime the guessing about
Combs' intentions continued
without word from him. He has
been in the Northeast on busi-
ness trips the past week.
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Make
Cooking
a Pleasure
MOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA•COLA COMPANY Ely
THE FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
,wsiiev•wwit.4to
elOateaia,
--.BARGAIN DAYS
APRIL 13 - 14 - 15
25% OFF on all
COATS and SUITS
Orlon Shells, All Colors
$2.98 Now - - $1.98
Buy Now -- Save!
307 Main
Fulton, Ky.
South Fulton Beauty Queen Is Named...And People Have Fun
Everybody enjoys a beauty revue, that's for sure A
News Photographer got these candid shots at the event
last Friday night at the South Fulton gym.
sie
• •
The Judges
.1
• Future Gueiine
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
-Miss Linda Nanney, 18, a
cheerleader at South Fulton High
School, was named South Fulton
Booster Princess for 1966 Friday
night.
Miss Nanney, a senior, Is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Nanney of the Chesnut Glade
community.
Miss Andrea Ito n, last
year's princess and now a fresh
man at Murray State College
crowned the new princess.
Miss Nanney won out over 36
entries in the fifth annual beauty
pageant event.
She will represent Sala Ful-
ton at the Humboldt Strawberry
Festival and in the Paria-Fish.
Fry,
The princess' first maid Is
Dee Barnard, 18, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. carrot Barnard of
South Fulton. Second maid Is
Miss Joanna woodruff, 17,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Woodruff, also M South Fulton.
Miss Cheryl Underwood, 18, a
Fulton High School senior, is
lhird maid. She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Under-
wood of Fulton.
BARGAIN DAY
SPECIALS
APRIL 14, 15 and 16
25% Reduction On Wool Spring Coats and
Suits
One Lot Gloves __ _ $1.00
Cla4ice &top
300 Main St, Phone 472-3881
IRLS! ..e.wgiriSlovAser--
SPRING DRESSES
si SPORT COATS
Plitshialy "Red•ved fri op.
and SUITS 1
Queen Ida& flanked by outgoing quAndrea Melton and Bill Jett=
The Exam*
The Entertablere
est en Ole
5 year' Guarantee
ONLY
$1.00
Other Sizes Also in
Stock!
Zrilivad Salable C..
Lake 81. - Fulton. Ky.
RAY'S
SANDWICH
SHOP
South Fulton
LOUNGE
Opens at S o'clock Cl.... ;411
ENTERTAINMENT
Bends Every Thurs. and Sat.
Pit Bar-B-One
Custom Barbenuine
at all time.
BM HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES
FRENCH FRIES
AND TRY OUR
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coffee, tool
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Girls Ind Preteen
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THE FIZZLE FAMILY
NO, FIZZLE! I
HEVER MARRIED
likaT BeltrnFut.
GL I WAS EN-
GAGED TO LAST
YEAR!
TELL ME__
IS IT POSSIBLE TO DESTROY
MAT TER 2
-1 7
CIENTISTS AGREE 'NAT MATTER
MAY BE CHANGED. RE-ARRANGED.
ADAPTED IN MAW/ ,e1FigS BUT. IT CAN
NETTFIE9 BE DESTROYED PR MEWED!
YiNICN IS 'NE HUNGRIEST
OF All ANIMALS 2
414.. •
-TUE SI-SORT-TAIL SHREW! IT Ems
gVEIRY 12L,V miNuTEM.IN FEAR OF
PERISHING OF STAZIATION!
DO FISM geLaraD
NO! FISH DO NOT SLEEP'
5OMETI4ES1VIEY REMAIN QUIET
IN STREAMS.. BUT ALMSNS ifficaCE!
GRILL OF MY DREAMS
Planning a cook-out?
The mouth watering pros-
pect of sizzling brown meat
grilling slowly over an open
tire can lure anyone into be-
coming an outdoor chef - as
well as an outdoor eater. Be-
ware of the pitfalls, however .
that lie on the road to per-
fect barbecues. Here are
some ways you can avoici
the most CDIELMOR barbecue
beefs.
I. Generally. smoke won't
YOU'RE MONEY AHEAD WHEN YOU
USE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS HOUSE PAJNT
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
A-100 Latex
MOUSE PAINT
sw.pthrwAms
S NAI P oli
HOUSE PAINT
WE HAVE ALL THE NEW COLORS
THE SHERWIN - WILLIAMS CO.
114 Lake Street Fulton. Ky.
floorGrumbacher Artist supplies & coverings
NnammoniMIL
get in your eyes if you know
what you're doing. If the bar-
becue equipment is movable.
orient it so that smoke will
blow invikv from both chef
and guests. If it iim't mov-
able, arrange tables. chairs
and cooking paraphernalia
on the windward side of the
fire - and hope for a cooper-
ative. one-wee wind.
Start the fire an hour be-
fore you're read', • to cook It
takes that long to lay a glow-
ing bed of coals and elimi-
nate much of the smoke.
2. It's no raw deal. Meat
*sea asehardone. overdone
both can put a damper on
Your cookout. He sure to
make allowances for high
humidity and cool air - both
slow cooking. You can tell
what kind of temperature
you're dealing with by this
rule of thumb:
Hold your hand at cooking
level and briskly count -
•‘One-thousand, two-thous-
and. etc." If you get u, to
"five-thousand" before the
neat forces your hand away.
the fire's not ready.
3. "Smut" Ville sake
•
* FULTON BARGAIN DAYS
i SPECIALL
• One Group Womens
Childrens CANVAS
... Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
$145 pair
Broken Sizes $2.69 to $3.99
Values
BAY Family Shoe Store
the biggest hit. If several
seasons of wear and tear
show on your grill, don't
fret. all may not be lost. A
special new 4:ea) paint made
PlasU-Kote. Inc . with-
stands temperatures of more
than 1,200 degrees Fahren-
,ieit and can "smarten" up
a tired grill again. Made with
Hied Chemical's Geneuon
rope' lents. die unusual
sI" paint is used for coat-
ing boilers. manifolds. hot-
rod engines and other things
that operate at high tempera-
ture".
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MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL
Your Choice of
I 11 x 14 Opal Tone or
1 8x10 Bronze Tone
Regular $9.95 Value
a
It
war?
For Only
PORTRAIT
89c
Plus Handling Charge
Our Photographer Will B. At Room 1
ICUIGSWAY MOTEL - Fri. April 15
ART MASTER STUDIOS
P. 0 Bea INS Nashville, Tennessee
.11...11wess: ttevis'illiwr seen .411111wanyvhini71...liks7W
 'UMW .41.1". I
i You'll never enjoy &Whine as mach!
THE WOMANLESSr BEAUTY REVUE IA
i
Southwest 31"nKe wturc.ciky byShrine Clubi Friday. April 22, 1966
CATE Auditorium — 7:30 p. m.
V
Adults $1.00 Children 50 cents lit
 ....p. ....m.Musi.onac b .......Charlee& .dre.11  Zauciainaen I
ems%
FRIDAY
NIGHT
FISH
FRY!
5 to 12 p. m.
All you can sat $1.00
Children 75t
DERI3
Fresh c.,uhI .7111.
Hash Puppies, Paw,
Tarter Saute
Preach ariet
RESTAURA
Fulton, K
BEDDING SALE
1/2 PRICE
624 COIL SET
Set $59.95
212 Coil
Mattress & Box Spring
$39.95 Set
Simmons Beautyrest
Jamison
Restonic Bedding •
Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery
BIG WHEEL
Huffy 31/2 Horsepower
Lawn Mower $99.95
3- Horsepower
Garden Tiller
$109.95
'TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE
3 Horsepower
Lawn Mower
$52.88
Phone
472-1501
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Now is Good Time to Clean
. Social Hall of Your Church
'
Is the social ball of you.
church in need of a clean-up
job?
Spring Clean-Up Week is the
ideal time to spruce up the hall.
tr says the American Insurance As-
sociation.
The wintcr months are usu-
.
„tally the busiest ones in the hall,
:and wear and tear on equip-
'Onent is usually in evidence.
A clean-up team of members
- - should be selected. If the job is
organised, it can be done
-quickly, allowing time for the
_enjoyment of a buffet lunch. If
the job is done in the afternoon.
- a dinner may be planned for
those participating in the work.
Here is an outline of what the
clean up team may do:
I. The kitchen range should
be thoroughly scoured, making
sure that a') grease is removed
Irons ovens, broilers and stove
top.
2. The floor should be
scrubbed with a detergent and
rewased.
S. Dishes, pots and pans
should be checked and those in
need of it should be washed.
4. Refrigerators, fans, air con-
ditioning equipment, electrical
appliances, television and radio
sets should be checked. If any
of these are in need of repair,
they should be serviced by a
qualified electrician.
S. If dish towels, scrub
brushes, and similar kitchen
st
mi
du
su
erl
The furnace room frequently
becomes a catch-all for old
church service programs and
used primary education liters
ture. This room should be in-
spected and all unneeded pa-
pers should be thrown out.
Waste paper is a combustible
upon which fires feed.
When the clean-up job is
completed it is a good plan to
appoint a housekeeping com-
mittee to see to it that the spic-
and-span condition is main-
tained. Once the hall has been
given a thorough cleaning, it
takes only a little effort to keep
it that way, particularly if the
committee Maintains surveil-
lance over the kitchen range,
broiler, hood and ventilation
ducts to be sure grease is not
accumt.ilat in n.
items are badly worn, they
should be thrown way and new
ones purchased.
-The clean-up job should in-
clude a check of heating equip-
ment, both in the church hall
and in the church itself.
The custodian should be in-
ed to obtain the services
qualified heating equip.
man and have the heating
and flues inspected to be
they are functioning prop-
Want Quick **swth'
ivy A Shopper Wan' Ad
Now, for the first time - - - Directly under
the management of the owner — for Better
Service. Greater Convenience, more Satis-
faction!
Duke B. Crews and Paul Heltsley, owners
JET LANES
4th Street Fulton
Maa.":1 by
Woman Shot
Accidentally
In Graves
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Ruth Wilkins of Graves County
was shot in the cheek Thursday
afternoon, the sheriff's office
here reported.
Henry H. Pope of Martin.
Tenn., told officers he shot Mrs.
Wilkins accidentally with a .22
caliber pistol.
Pope said he was trying to get
the pistol out of a holster to
shoot a snake when it accidental-
ly discharged. Mrs. Wilkins was
taken to a Fulton hospital and
transferred later to a Memphis
hospital. Her condition was de-
scribed as fair.
Lynn Bencini, 62,
C,olumhus, Dies
COLUMBUS, Ky., .
Lynn Bencird, 62, of Columbus
died Friday morning of a heart
attack suffered In Paducah.
He Is survived by Ms wife,
Mrs. Willie Belle Benctra; one
daughter, Mrs. James Hender-
son Jr. of Franklin, Ind.; two
sons, Lynn 13encinl Jr. of Col-
umbus and James William Ben-
call of Evansville, Ind.; one
brother. Lorune Benclni of Chi-
cago, and three sisters, Mrs.
Harold Simon and Mrs. Cry!
Creech, both of Helena, Ark.
and Mrs. Alice Turd of New
York City.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at the Hopkins and
BroWn Funeral Chapel, Burial
will be in the Columbus Ceme-
tery.
Friends may call at the fu-
neral home after 3 p.m. Sat-
urday.
Woodall Warns Of
'Subtle' Insurance
Solicitations
FRANICFORT - The
state Insurance Department has
warned veterans and the parents
of servicemen to be on their
safeguard against subtle solici-
tations by mail from life insur-
ance companies not licensed to
do business In Kentucky.
Insurance Commissioner Roy
Woodall said Thursday that sev-
eral out-of-state companies are
malting letters worded in such
a way as to make it appear
servicemen have actually or-
dered policies and want the
premiums to be paid by their
fami/les. Another firm has been
offering veterans Insurance In a
way to make it appear as II
It :Arent by the veteran:,Ow Woodall. mkt.
KING
MUSIC CENTER
\ ANNOUNCES fs,
THE APPOINTMENT ny
_ _ ______ ------------- ------
/ /BRENDA DAN
Accomplished
Musician
and
Organist
From
Arkansas
Snit* Music
Conte rence
And Arkansas
Technical
College Of
Arkansas
Tom,
Permanent
Staff Of
King's
Music
Education
Department
In
Union City
Miss Dane Is Giving instructions and Private Lessons At King's
Studio On The Keyboard Instruments --- Specializing In The
Lowery Electronic Organ. She Invites You To Coll Or
Como Ey For An Appointment.
4) '
KING'S
Electronics &
Music Certter
z 726 Perkins Street
IUnion City,
:sat Mit 00
Phone A
Zif 
HOW TO FOIL DRUDGERY FOR MEN
Men, do you realize how
many ways you can use
aluminum foil in your work
around the house, in the
yard, and even in your fav-
orite hobbies? Women disco-
vered how handy it is years
ago.
Some ideas for using the
versatile foil wrap are pass-
ed on for men by Anaconda
Aluminum Compan), a pro-
ducer of foil wrap and alu-
minum foil products.
Household painters are
fast becoming aware of its
use as a liner for roller
trays, thus avoiding messy '
cleanup. They also wrap
their brushes in foil to keep
them pliant during interrup-
tions on the job. And they're
great for wrapping and stor-
ing clean brushes.
The paint can itself also
will pose a problem, but if
a third of the rim is fitted
with a small piece of foil,
slopping into the can rim is
eliminated. Dispose of the
foil when resealing and the
paint-free rim allows for
easy reopening.
When mending broken
dishes or tovs, wrap them
!tightly in foil after gluing
to hold firmly until the glue
dries; the foil won't stick
to the glue.
Rust on garden and work-
shop tools is cut down when
they are wrapped in alumi-
num foil. Light tarnish on
chrome is quickly removed
by rubbing with a piece of
foil. And outdoor grills
lined with foil will reflect
the heat, protect the howl
from burning out and make
disposal of ashes a simple
chore.
Fishermen find that the
glitter of foil on the lure
attracts more fish and -their
catches stay fresher wrap-
ped in aluminum foil.
Small boat owners should
carry foil as a safety pre-
caution. If lost on the water,
theboater then spreads the
foil on the deck, making it
! easier and faster for Coast
Guard pick up on radar,
hastening rescue operation&
And, finally, the golfer
will find a wadded aluminum
foil ball ideal for practice
putting, even in the confines
of the home!
Fulton, Ky.
Clerical Duties
Numerous
LONDON-England and Walea
employ about 2,750,000 peopl
as clerical workers
-about on
seventh of all the Jobs in th
country. Mt est/mated 2 million
are sales workers.
Apri114, 1966 3 l'age 3
Burnside Named
'Cleanest Town'
WASHINGTON - Burn-
side, Ky., is a winner In the MC
"Cleanest Town" contest. The
contest Is sponsored by the paint
and varnish Industry.
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asy-Spin" Recoil Skirted
• All-Steel "Jet-Sww•p" Safety
Dark with Anti-Clog Baffle!
• Big Ir Wick Tread 'Mori
POWER PROPELLED Wizard
21rloperiai a.777
IW Mower /
11C34.24
hr Easy
Grass-catekr
Meentiagi
Csulk seem e.iai -Nagel saner.5050,.,
winesevoy to wall decorat
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ante COOKIE PANS Set of
1 all purpose firfovy duty Seam -
lets cookie pens with hand
grim Two convoisloot sins
IthIG"zafei 12.1111nal..
HIRSCH'S
ladget sale!
All these and 16 other time saving, work-
saving aids for your home at a tiny pricel
am SILICON! *VIII aim -
IMO and soil resistant Rmy
Mamie taiwK —silicon alas
salislual twist. sma rad Pig
Set el 2. 774
#1112 SPOOL RAU -Una...Kuala
molded plastic rack holds 32
*Donis of thread tor seat $aw.
lag and may selection (IMMO
set included) 774
021112S MULTIKI SAINT BACA
tiers Holds up to 12
, amts sum non slip clips Chrome1.1 firma 774
zing lsOLEN FOOD Kent
- Cuts frozen foods without
struggle or fuss stainless steel
r Serrated blade 770
111.4T. TWIN • woos-
5POVT PAIL W / DANDLE -
Unbreakable. flextble, non -
rusting, nomdentms tasy.to-
clean polyethylene 770
#11148 110114TICSI SCOOP
Foods will not stick, Oros out
easily. Polished alominunt
stoop coated with Potation
774
SERI sasiuse
PS. simolalitas family fuze brad.".•
log ami Will give catispiote
Ornate/se 11. is.,
#2125 TIARLISS ONION case-
Pie 
— &Minims steel blades
Also chops nuts. law, mots
tables i cup manure fat
#441 ROOD POLDER — Keeps
use cord from snarling or
snouing Mule ircoung told,
for easy storage 77t
=704 TEFLON-COATES 1USISO
POT Hototas -Sat of 4 large
hand protectors, a necessity
in every kitchen. 774
#S111111 FUMY CLOTN & ROLL.
INS PIN COVIR — For flakier,
crustier piss. eon-stick,
nets cumbersome Iseeillag
boards 774
#111111 STUN YEIVIS-let of
A lotlyes, Stalahate steel blades, :
somated sages, "sl•oleted
Mar handles.
•
#211114 TOWEL MOLDERS Set of
2 individual plastic flowers,
beautifully colored, attach to
wall with midiOn cups, each
holding single towel yys
.itwierselmitt01.11 111lic
protects attain mei tens
Poised sdgie easy drab
Oecorstsn 
color, mn
arctic----- MUIR- Clear
plastm top, assorted color bail
Molds standard DM 10 loaf of
breed Use also for vegetables
fruits, etc 774
wane RANG 11 SPILLERS —Al
lows -breath ng slake- for
 
 
---- nts armIlklod
clothes f.rora INtrCr0,•41111 Ano-
dized brass fini h Set of 10 PPP
L110111 NON.STICK SPATULI —
Perfect for tha now areaseless
nomstick frying Pant MOM
spatula, ChfCIII4 on steel Matt,
Plastic handle 774
#8201 TURNTABLE One.tier
saint/rale revolves oft stool
ball bearings. Ideal for cow.
pect organised storage In
cabinets, closets, at Mo table
Stara, construction yyg
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
OTILITL smeltsC
bones, fish, Vegilltablea, trees,
anntetitee tips, bottle wow,
tar MOW, scrimatIver attach-
ments. 77.1
02710 IMAM. DIVIDIRS Sot
el 2 dividers, Sipand from
10i," to 20". lb screws.
magic taped ends mlliere to
any surface Fit all drawers.
Ilt
ass, RUEEN.SIII eisa
DRAINER Roomy dish drainer
made of Manly hearyahrly
polyetirrieno. Willi Warda
cutler, minsimrtoseet. 77D
n1171 ALUM. SKATES* BRAM
.Protects store, Yttrium walls
A Hoots from  splatter
Also handy with electric alms,
f nista flat for alorage. ypg
317 Breideray
South Fulton
Open 111:31Is Ciii /A8s. -t
1:311 I. 1:18 Pd. -
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OES Activities Of
District 22 Listed
FULTON, Ky., 
—Mrs.
Margaret Allen of Benton, wor-
thy grand matron of Grand
Chapter, Order of the Eastern
Star, will conduct a school in
District 22 and make a tour of
Inspections of the OES chap-
ters.
The district school will be held
at Fulton City Chapter No. 41,
at the Masonic Temple, April
16, at 1:30 p.m. The worthy ma
trans and worthy patrons of the
12 chapters in District 22 will
fill the various stations.
The activities for Saturday,
April 16, will include the pro-
ficiency test at 10 a.m at the
Masonic Temple. which will be
given by Mrs. Wilma Holmes,
deputy grand matron of District
n; a luncheon given by the
conductress and associate con-
ductress club at The Derby or
11:30 am. The school will be at
1:30 p.m. at the Masonic Tem-
ple, conducted by the worth
grand matron.
A banquet will be given by
Fulton City Chapter No. 41, at
the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church at 6 p.m. Inspection of
Fulton City Chapter will be at
7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Tem-
ple-
Members wishing to attend the
luncheon and banquet should
make reservations with Mrs
Verna Dehlyer. not later than
Apnl 12.
Inspections of other chapters
in District 22, are as follows:
Monda y, April IS, W. W.
Adams Chapter at Wingo.
Tuesday, April 19, Water Val-
ley Chapter.
Wednesday, April 20. Temple
Hill Chapter.
Thursday, April 21. Hardin
Chapter.
' Our Discount Prices
Save You Big Money
Fine-furnitute look
plus big cooling capacity
sei
—
Notet..4,4414tot
MODEL APS.116-S
SUPER AIR CONDITIONER
Handsome simulated oiled walnut finish panel helps
make operation kitten-quiet • COMFORT GUARD' con-
trol gives balanced cooling comfort • Cools area up
to 12,500 . ft. • NEMA-certified 18,000 BTU.
EMN.143
546-LB. CAPACITY
FREEZER
199.95
You can have frozen-food-apient,
solidly frozen under all climatic con
ditions, too, because an RCA WHIRLPOO
freezer is quality designed and built Is
provide the most dependable perform
ance possible for years to come.
_Amok 
30-Inch Deluxe Gas Range
I L. Pe
-4511
169 9 i!hTrade
Cebinet-rnare design —
has recessed cook-top;
range fits flush with
cabinet top
Infinite-heat surf ace
burners—each has auto
matic ignition; no
matches needed
Easy•to.clean cooktop—
g , porcelain acr•-
Non pans and burners
remove for easy cleaning
at flu. sink
3-CYCLE
AUTOMATIC
WASHER
95.
24-inch Size!
t''°• 5 Water Temperatures
3 Water Levels!
No Money Down 24Mos. To Pay
G H Discount Furniture
4th and Ky. Ayes. Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-1012
'BROADWAY' STARS 
 Nine of the 21 members of the SeaMists, synchronised swim club, who will present "BroadwayMusicals" at the annual Water Carnival April 21.23, take a breakfrom practice. Girls in the water are (left to right) Carol Dunn,Lea Coo, Le* Jennison, Mary Kur•chelc, ond Judy Sellers. Seatedon the pool side are INN to right) Sue Koniecy, Marten Eagle,Nancy Sharp. and Kathy Brown.
Doctor
in the Kitchen
by W W. Bauer, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
DON'T TRY TO BE
People occasionally ask me if
they should alter their diets for
fear of cholesterol.
I take it they are being influ-
enced by pub'icity they've seen
that suggests fats in the diet, par-
ticularly those containing choles-
terol. may be a cause of heart
disease.
Well, they may be one cause
of some heart disease. There's a
good deal of evidence that sug-
gests this But the evidence is
far from conclusive There are
other factors, too, that are im-
plicated in heart diseases There
is no reason to panic and we need
some fats in our diet
Cholesterol and Blood
The whole seientific controver-
sy swirling around cholesterol
concerns whether too much of it
in your blood can in fact cause
a heart attack, or set up condi-
tions that in turn make a heart
attack more likely. While a lot
of evidence points that way, the
fact remains there are people
with high blood cholesterol lev-
els who never have a heart at-
tack And there are people with
low blood cholesterol levels who
do The body makes its own
chelesterol A proper level of
cholesterol in the blood is nor-
mal.
The medical profession is not
in full agreement about choles-
terol. Meantime, we do know
there are very good reasons for
not tampering needlessly with the
basic American diet that has ren-
dered so many health benefits to
our population Also, we know
heart disease probably has mul-
tiple causes. It is generally agreed
that lack of exercise, heredity,
smoking, obesity and high blood
pressure are involved as much
or more than diet. So are dietary
factors other than fats, including
GOOD
A MEDICINE MAN
starches and sugars
You can't do much about her-
edity since it isn't given to us
to choose our parents. But if
there's • history of heart disease
in your family, you should take
this into consideration You can
follow medical athice about how
to live.
What to Do
You can do something about
exercise. So can you. if you have
enough will power, do something
about smoking. High blood pres-
sure and obesity! You should see
your doctor about these, unless
your overweight is not that se-
rious. One can lose some excess
weight by simply eating less of
everything.
But don't tamper with your
diet in terms of trying to affect
delicate changes in the amounts
and kinds of fats you eat You've
heard of animal fats and vege.
table fats--also polyunsaturated.
monounsaturated. and saturated
fatty acids? See your doctor about
these. If he thinks your risk of
a heart attack is such that your
diet should be modified, he'll sas
so. And he will know how to do
it, taking into account ail sorts of
other things he knows about your
general health or special prob-
lems you may have
Guidance Is Important
Besides, without guidance you
would probably fail to affect any
significant change in your blood
cholesterol level. This is the op-
inion of authorities who are ex-
perienced in such things. And al-
so remember, a, we said earlier,
no one really knows the exact
role of cholesterol in your blood
in relation to your heart. Your
doctor is the man to see about
these things. Don't attempt to be
your own medical man, or your
neighbor's.
Water Show to Feature
'Broadway' April 21-23
Twenty-one lovely girls danc-
ing and swimming to songs from
hit Broadway musicals
That's what you'll see at the
annual Water Carnival, produced
by the Sea Mists, a synchronized
swim club, April 21-23.
The show will be based on
broadway plays and will include
12 numbers front such hits as
"West Side Story," "Oklahnma,"
-Hello. Dolly," and —11se Sound
of Music."
The program will begin on land
with a dance number by Beverly
Anderson, soorrimore. Balridw:
Burke]. amity'. Louisville:
,tor Mills, ssphomore, Rich-
-.anti Ind and Nam-y Strew,
s iphornore °Posta. 111
tither girls included in the
show are:
Kathy Brown. freshman, May-
field: Lea Cox. sophomore. Mad-
isonville. Carol Dunn.L.eoeho-
Cruse Assunies
!Church Post
FULTON, Ky., April 9—South
Fulton Baptist Church has hired
Ron Cruse, Martin. Tenn., as
a minister of music. Cruse is
a native of Oklahoma, a oil
graduated from Oklahoma
Baptist University.
Hs studied religious educat
ICC a I Southwestern Baptist
Seminary in Fort Worth and
then completed h i s graduate
work at Texas Christian Uni-
versity.
Cruse, 20. rsychology instruc-
tor at the University of Tennes-
see, Martin Branch, will direct
the adult choir and supervise the
graded choir program of the
church. He is married and has
three children.
He has cerved churches in
Texas and Oklahoma.
He will assume his duties with
the church April 10
Subscribe To The News
Thu Complete Newspaper
11
more, Fulton: Marten Eagle, *D-
ior, Rochester, N.Y , Lee Jen-
nie:0, sophomore, Madisonville;
Susan Kaufman, graduate. Her-
rin, Ill.; Sue Koniecy, sopho-
more. Warren. Mich . Mary
Kurachek. sophomore, Pleasant-
ville, N.Y.
Marlbm Lane, freshman, Hop-
kinsville: Janice Loy, jUllier,
Fairfield, Ill.: Ruthann Morse,
sophomore. Keyport, N.J., Mar-
tha Robertson. sophomore, Lou-
isville. Linda Schaefer, 1101410.
more, Mt Vernon, ltd.; Judy
Selics. sophomore. Lexington;
Nancy Sharp. freshman, NB.
Vernon. III and Pant Walker,
sophomore. Rockford, Ill.
Splaah-off is at a pm. each
night in the Carr 11.Ith Build-
ing Admission is 75 cents.
Subscribe To The News
Thu Complete Newspaper
Two Injured
In Wreck
At Fulton
FULTON, Ky., April 9—Two
men received minor injuries in
a car-truck collision here
Earl Bard, former Postmast-
er at Water Valley, was admit-
ted to Hillview Hospital with a
slight chest Injury. Bard was
the driver of the car and was
traveling alone.
Terry Wayne Morrow, 17, Ful-
ton Rt. 4, a passenger in the
truck, was treated and released
from the hospital.
Leroy Wilbourn, 21, driver of
the truck, was not injured.
Wilbourn said he was travel-
ing south of the Highway 51
bypass and the car dnven by
Bard failed to stop for a stop
sign at the intersection at west
state line.
Both vehicles were extensive-
ly damaged, It was reported.
City police who Investigated
the accident could not be reached
for comment.
'After Easter C1earance711
I DRASTIC REDUCTION ON I
SPRING
I *Suits • Coats *Dresses I
I THE LEADER STORE I
L.__ 434 .11111.0. .111111i. .11•11M. M1Lake Street
lN HOOD
Seed Soybeans
ORDER YOURS NOW—WE HAVE A GOOD SUPPLY ON HAND
Browder Milling Co.; Inc.
FULTON, ICY. DIAL 472-1300
APRIL SALE TIME
No Money Down on ANYTHING Sears Sells I
NEWS! A Wide-Cut RotaryThat's Easy To Push!
.CRAFTallaN 4-cycle engine, no-pull startcr. Leaf 'mistier
Engint control on handle—choke, run, idle, off. 7' ,-in rul)
(or-tired wheels.
20 - Inch 
e
 rn 
22 - Inch $68.45
Save $6.46"L.3U Save $6.50
so*WOW
• .
20 - INCH
PULL-TYPE
MOWER
$34.95
2 Va-IIIP 4 cycle engene oda, towel starter. Frontaide discharge thin- Staggered 6-in ehneh 4cutting heights (Se to 1i( is) Fugue. controlis, handle 
—d.ohr. run. rd:e. off Nets Cairo-sassbrand mower Slopranr note beiort MUM
30 - Inch
ELECTRIC RANGES
$169.00
Delivered and Installed
Removable Visi-Bake Door igul
a choice of coppertone or white
esseumw.°
Two big ovens plus
separate broiler lets
you roast, bake and WAS $284.95broil all at the same
time in this $253.8830-Inch Renntore
GAS RANGE Delivered & Installen
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Pole Beans
ENDIVE
ESCALOLE
ROMAINE
BUNCH
BUNCH
29(
29(
29(
Vegetables
Reelfoot Picks Our Beef Special So You Always Get
U. S. CHOICE Tender Beef.
Chuck Roast LB 37s
BACON REELFOOT HOUISER VALLEY 
LB. 69c FRANKS REELFOOT (ALL MEAT)
BOLOGNA REELFOOT (ALL MEAT) LB. 49( ROAST U. S. CHOICE ENGLISH CUT
Pork Ribs LB. 49$FRESH MEATY LEAN
SWEET PICKLES
GRAPE JUICE
COFFEE c HARE a SAN BOHN
WAYQUART 39(
" A: ART 39(
QUART 
69(
Double
Quality Stamps
On Wednesday!
LB.
LB.
(Have )3, Cook-Out... Charcoal Some Burgers This Week.)
GRADE A
Hamburger 3 LBS. 9(,n lus Quality Stamps)
59( U. s CHOICERf' 13,45Tu'''
49( CHUCK ROAST 
ELFOOT CORN VALLEY (You Couldn't Start Breakfast
PORK Off Any Better)
Sausage 2"
JOSE A. OTAND ... Last Week's Whom
of $600.00 JACKPOT.
L. 59( !Ra°01:131: Pork
L. 69( Bar B-O Chicken L.3. 69(
LB $1.25
Double
Quality Stamps
On Wednesday!
:(0:9KING OIL
POTATO CHIPS
E.W.J.'s TEA
36 OZ. BOTTLE
TWIN PACK
1/1 LB. BOX
69(
39(
59c
RED 20 BS
TARS
With An Additional $5.00 Pwrata•• -- Lauding kWh & Tolosa* Products. (Plus Quality Stamps)
SNOWDRIFT
SHORTENING
(Plus Quality Stamps)
ORANGE
JUICE
lovi soms
PEANUT
BUTTER
ADAM'S FROZEN
OZ. CAN
MG CHIEF
5 BIG DAYS
TO DO
YOUR
SHOPPING
a \
DRAWING . „ , FRIDAY at 6:00 P. M.O For TENPIES 11.41. 7‘irk"' Chk ken 5 - 89' TEA BAGSQUART G 
$100.00
Cash Jackpot
QUICK & EASY
BISCUITS
(Limit 4 Please)
(Plus Quality Stamps)
CAN 54
AMPS stsIZE In OZ.
BUSH'S !SHOWBOAT
MIFIcAp5pfle Beans — 10( Spaghetti
BUSH SHOWBOAT 300 SIZE
14 OZ. 300 SIZE
Early June Peas"' —10( .Puork sIgiCANBeansSH
'Mustard Greens7.7:10( Tu nip Greens
CAN
14 1/2 OZ.
CAN
15 OZ. CAN
5 BIG DAYS
TO DO
YOUR
SHOPPING
II MLA BAGS
ICE
MILK
ICE
CREAM
ICE
49' CREAM
SWI11•8 or TURNER'S
1/2 GALLON
aespeceeionniatest '-
1/2 GALLON
SWIFT PARK LANE
1/2 GALLON
39°
73°1
59
 "Z
V
CAN 1 0
BAR
1 0
CAN 1 0(
PIESCREAM or FRUITOCOMA FROZEN °R $1
10( kg lei 3sal: 1; 3Beans
SIZE
10( Els.keye.has
10( White Hominy
WINTER GARDEN FROZEN
CUT CORN MIXED — VEGETABLE GREEN — PEAS
11/2
LB. BAG3 041
MAPLELEAF
CREAMERY BUTTER —73( 
jaw
iit SHELLS
MARGARINE ""'":).. 39( DEVILED EGGS
Puc
AL 
iing&Piefilling-10( POTATO SALAD
Toilet Tissue '2.0-251t1114,14,11.,
CAN
CAN
CAN
BUSH'S 300
10(i);Y  Beans1E
10( Jergens Soap
10( Peaches STOKELY'S II OZ.
PINK THRIFTY
594Detergent QUART
 FROM ()UR KITCHEN  
 .2 
 TIDE
2/39( APPLE' SAW') -- 4§"dWashing Powder um 28(1
6/59( Egg & Olive6O.Salac18-.45( Your groceries cost you 10%29( BananaPuddingSalad590 to 15% More On Sunday. -
°z. 4,219,c91.1,4AY! 
 
 Why Pay 
More
Vih" You Con Buy Them For Less.There's No Finer Mea: Than Some Good Pole Beans . Good
Green Onions. New Potatoes and A Big Pan Of Corn Bread ...
Try Some Today,
LB.194
Our Produce Is Really Fresh ... Just A Few Hours From Florida —
On Our Own Trailer.
RADISHES (Our Produce Is TheFreshest In Town) BAG 54
NEW POTATOES
• • YOUR GROCERIES COST YOU FROM 10% TO 15% MORE WHEN YOU
BUY THEM ON SUNDAY.
South Fulton,
Tennessee
GREEN ONIONS
FRESH SPINACH
I.B.
BUNCH
LB.
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Mail Call Brightens Servicemen's Lives
Mail from home is the major morale builder for service
men, military spokesmen agree.
And along with the packages and letters, families now are
sending increasing numbers of pocketsixed notebooks over-
sew": Servicemen And them particularly useful for notes
taken during military trathing lectures, for jotting down
items to be remembered when writing home, for recording
exposure and other data if the serviceman is a camera fan,
and for keeping various personal reminders and records.
At home, tablets have become increasingly useful to farni-
tiwith loved ones in the Armed Forces. In them are noted'riders of those daily interesting happenings they can
, rite about in their letters. These notes are then used as
outlines for informative, cheerful letters that help to keep
spirits from drooping.
The tablets are also useful for keeping lists of items to be
sent from home, records of gifts mailed, military postal ad-
dresses and other important data.
r. FARMER..
DON'T BE AFRAID TO PLANT
NOW!
Use Southern States
HYBRID CORN
—PLUS-
200 Lbs. 5-15-5 Corn Starter Fertilizer
In Row
WE GUARANTEE
STAND OF CORN
Or We Will Replace Both The Seed And The
Fertilizer FREE To The Farmer!
SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 479.2352 So. Fulton 201 Central Ave
Southern States
April Tractor
Tire SALE
Unico Nylon Rear
Tractor Tire
Prices Cut
Unexcelled in traction . . road-
ability . . long wear . . . self-
cleaning ability and guarantee
protection.
lox 28 4.ply, reg. $51.80* 
11 X 38 4.ply, reg. $76.20° 
600 X 14 4-ply. reg. $15.85°
500 X 15 4-ply, reg. $12.40°  
•Prices plus in
Use Southern States Easy Payment Plan
To Get The Tires You Need . . When You Need Them
Prices also cut during sale on truck tires, tractor &
truck batteries, jacks, cooling system flush, oil filters,
grease guns, spark plugs, tow chains and waterless
hand cleaner Come in now.
SALE $46.95°
SALE $66.95°
SALE $11.500
SALE $14.25°
SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE, Inc.
--Carnal Barnard. Mgr.-
201 CENTRAL AVENUE — PHONE 479-2352
Your Southern States Cooperative Agency
4 Graves
Principals
Shifted
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
James B. Deweese, Graves
County school superintendent,
today announced appointments
of six high school principals,
including some transfers and
the consolidation of Hardeman
School students into two other
schools.
Deweese would not comment
on the shuffling of four princi-
pals among schools in the coun-
ty except to say the Graves
County board of education took
the action at his request.
He said closing of the eight-
grade Hardeman School was
done at the request of the Ken-
tucky board of education. Stu-
dents from the school will at-
tend classes next year at Sym-
softie and Farmington High
Schools.
Appointments of high school
principals for next year:
James Pickard will remain at
Sedalia, Cecil Reed will remain
at Symsonia, Howard Reed will
move from WIngo to Lowes, W.
W. Chumbler will move from
Lowes to Cuba, Joe MiAtier
son will shift from Cuba to
Farmington and C. W. Jones
will go to Wingo from Farming-
ton.
A well-informed source it
3raves County told the Sun-
Democrat the school syste in
shakeup apparently is not taw
on any major controversy over
the conduct of school business.
Related T. Polities?
The source pointed out that
Deweese is regarded as a po
Mica' organizer In the county
and claimed the shifts were
more related to county politics
than to the school system.
One of the principals being
transferred, Howard Reed of
Wing% was defeated by Rep
Lloyd Clapp in a race for the
state legislature.
Another of the switched prin
ciplals, McPherson, is said to
have a political following of his
own in Cuba and sometimes
acts independently of the De-
weese organization, the source
reported.
McPherson is being switched
to Farmington, said to be the
smallest school in the system
and "the most likely to be
abandoned" If further school
consolidation occurs, the source
said.
"There has been no unusual
Internal struggle or public con-
troversy made public which
wzuld have been significant
enough to warrant so many
changes," the source said.
For that reason, the actions
are considered "political" by
many, he added.
Pay Raises
Approved
By State
FRANKFORT — More
than 2,500 state employes wool
receive raises under a pay pm
posel approved by the state Per
sonnel Board.
The plan calls for the state!
minimum salary to be boosted
from $180 to $219 a' month.
The board also approved Fri-
day increases in pay for the
state's top jobs, which means
a hike from $17,500 to $22,584 a
year for some of the state's pro-
fessional workers.
The pay inreases would go
into effect July 1 under the plan,
which goes to Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt after approval by the
Finance Department.
Finance Commissioner Fells
Joyner has indicated that at
least two points In the plan
must await a cost estimate be-
fore going to the governor.
One would consolidate the
present 48 pay grades into 23,
and the other would allow an
eighth pay raise within a job
classification as opposed to the
present seven.
We g ve
qualify si?mps
Mechanic on Duly I arn 10 Pm'
7 Days a Week
W9. GUARANTEE OUR WORK
If It's Not Right
We'll Do It Again Fre*
Tour Planned
At Park Near
Cape Girardeau
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. —
Sunday, April 17, has been sr
lected by Cape Ginn:lead flor-
ists as the Sunday when area
dogwood will be at Its best for
viewing.
The Trail of Tears State Part
has attracted over LOCO car-
loads of nature lovers during
each of the four years the tour
has been held. The profuse
bloom is rated by many as the
heaviest concentration of native
dogwood in the Midwest. The
Trail of Tears State Park is
eight miles north of Cape Girar-
deau.
Drive maps and copies of the
"Legend of the Dogwood" will
be given motorists by Jaycees
at an information station set up
on Cape Rock Drive near Mtn-
py's at the intersection of U.S
Highway 01 and Cape Rock
Drive. The tour will be plainly
marked with orange arrows.
The Chamber of Commerce
loins the Jaycees in their invi-
tation to area motorists to make
the tour.
There are no tees or other
charges.
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TELL ME
WHAT ANIMAL EXISTS gj
wrn-iou-r wp,-TER ?
'THE KOLA .... OF AUSTRALIA
IT THRIVES ON NOTHING BUT
EUCALWTUS LEAVES AND
NEVER DRINKS WATER!
VsIHO ORIGINATED -THE
CUSTOM OF SHAVING?
LEXANDEQ11-IE GREAT! HE
ORDERED 1-115 'RD SHPNE
-114E11;2 BET--iMS SO THEY couLD mar.
BE SIEZED Er/ TkEiR ENEMICS!
' SOUTHSIDE DRUG CO. I
mi.
1/2 PRICE on all
DOROTHY PERKINS
Colognes & Body Powders
—SPECIALS— wells. wenn. wilMni. Agnew
UMBRELLAS
I Reg. $2.98 for only _ _ _ $1.98
Two of our employees are cosmeticians who have attended the
DuBarry Cosmetic School. They are always ready to assist you!
THE NEXT TIME YOU
SIT NEXT TO SOMEONE
READING THE NEWS,
BORROW IT.
Local Pictures THE NEWS IS WHAT'S HAPPENING.
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ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES OF DAILY PASSENGER TRAINSAT THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD DEPOT IN FULTON:
NORTHBOUND
No. Name
16 Chickasaw
4 Panama Limited
10 Seminole
8 Creole
52 City of Miami •
2 City of New Orleans
4 Louisiana
No. Nam*
Sominels
15 Chickasaw
3 Limisime
25 Fast Mail
1 City of New Orleans
53 City of Miami •
5 Panama Limited
Route
Atemphis-StL
Now Orleans-Chicago
Jacksonville-Chicago
New Orleans-Chicago
Miami-Chicago
Na,. Orleans-Chicago
New Orkarts-ChicNio
Not Daily)
SOUTHBOUND
Route
Chicago • Jacksonville
St. Louis - Memphis
Chicago - New Orleans
Chicago-New Orleans
Chicago-New Orlir•ns
Chicago-Miami
Chicago-New Orleans
(' Not Daily)
Arrv.
100 a. m.
1:35 a. m.
1:50 a. m.
9:20 •. m.
9:48 m.
4:10 p. m.
10:05 p. m.
Dept.
1:20 a. m.
1:45 a. in.
2:05 a. m.
9:30 a. m.
9:511 a. m.
4:20 p. in.
10:15 p. m.
Arm. Dept.
12:34 a. m. 12:40 a. m.
4:35 •. m. 4:50 a. m.
4:55 a. m. 5:05 •. m.
11:25 a. m. 11:40 a. in.
2:48 p. m. 2:57 p. m.
3:43 p. m. 1:54 p.m.
11:23 p. m. 11:31 p. m.
1)0
I?" 
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MURALS — calmed in durable
colors on your call to expand and
decorate the room Homes or bust
ness etatablishments ADELLE
U. C. 885 3570
USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
1. 5-pirce dinettes, good ea. $25
1, 5-piece dinette, good $20
Dial* gas stove, geed as new $75
1 gas stove $15
Used rehietwattors $15 to $50
Practically-mw Danish modern
living room suit* $69.115
(repossassed I
Sev•r•I odd divans $10
3 now bar chairs at half
price, its. 17
New 9 a 12 linoleum rugs $5.95
WADE'S USED
Fur/at...re Stare
Fulton Phone 471.3421
1 Attention All Ye Silesia ISmitersiOle Bill has a sharp 64 OldsSuper 88 that's a real buj It'sequipped vt ith air conditioning Ipower steering and brakes. A
4 door hardtop that must be i
seen to be appreciated
at Ken-Tenn Auto Sales !
,....,...m,.......-..,..•
FOR SALE
00 .iCRES good land. approx 35d
cropland. 40 acres cotton allot:
P, iced $88,000 (This figures out at
around $215 per Acre).
— HELP WANTED —
 4 SERVICE STATION ATTEND-
ANT - good hours, salary open,
•1 Clinton Texaco Service, Clinton,
• o Ky. Phone 6334114.
9 UNTT MOTEL, nice living quer
tors, approx 5 acres land Located
on US 4.5.5 al Greenfield. 
•
GROCERY & CAFE doing 
gwbusiness, on Paris lugheay eastol
Dresden Improvements (inclorling
.i-toom house) have s alue almosi
eqiisl to asking price of eatireC
pr,perly. 
•OT,IER FARMS to choose front.
ROBERT GOOLSBY
Real Estate
pc- le 235-2302 Greenfield, Tenn.
HELP WANTED - Male. FIRE.
MAN age 2I-45, high school or
equivalent education. Apply City
Manager, City Hall, South Fulton,
Tennessee.
TRUCK DRIVERS
As 21-44
Semi or Straight
Experience not neceasary. You
can earn over $3.00 per hour after
short training. Local placement
service available. You do not have
to relocate. For application write
Nation Wide Semi Division, %
'Meek' Freight Terminal Bldg.,
l2S.5 Corwin Avenue, Hamilton,
Ohio. Or call 513-895-8727. evenings
313341-5572.
I.Negiwomweci .esweimmt  ELECTRIC SERVICE • PASSENGER1
EXUM TV AND
PTV repair Keys made
Electric repair and wiring
We sharpen lawnmowers
316 Walnut 472-373
CAR
64 OLDS 2-dr. hardtop
64 OLDS hardtop; air, power,
18,000 miles
64 G.laalo 500 4-skier hardtop
8, automatic; power stearin,
43 Biel Aim Sedan, Meal sew
owner
63 RAMBLER wagon; 17,000
miler
62 FAIRLANE SOO, 1-eamor
62 FORD 3-mat wagon, extra
clean, I. cruisomatic, power
62 FORD Galaxie I. straight;
25,000 actual miles
62 GALAX1E S. cruisornatic,
pewee, 1 owner; red & white
0 Ford Galax', Sedan, 4-elber.
V-111 automatic, beige, geed,
clean. Neal car.
61 Peed Women, autitartatle and
pewee
60 FALCON 2 doer
59 PONTIAC, •ittra clean
59 (2) Ford pickups, 6-cyl;
clean, 1 owner; Also 11-Cyl.
SI Wagon, S cyl. priverglide
57 CHEVROLET Batik sedan;
extra nice
65 CHEVROLET pickup; long.
cu'., cab
VARDEll
FORD SAW
Mayfield Alga way
FOR SALE
only
$125.00
A good utility truck.
1952 Chita panel with-
out doors or top; runs
good. practically new
tires. Paul Westphel-
lag. 472-1600.
TRUCK
• TRACTOR
Free Installation
Free Balancing
Fully Warranted
ALL POPULAR SIZES
Terms To Suit
SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
399 Central Ave. 479-2352
Heat 'N Serve Dish For Baby Feeding
Even though every week
is baby week, a nationalt
celebration in May reports I
on all the good things avail- I
able for baby Keeping baby I
happy calls for generous por-
tions of love, gentle care,.
sound sleep and, of course,'
good food.
Mother has the responsi-
bility of selecting and serv-
ing food in the most appetiz-
ing and sanitary way. Books
have been written on baby
feeding methods, but the
"do's" and "don'ts" should
be flexible. Each baby has
individual requirements, so
the best advice on diet
should come from a doctor.
A wide variety of ready-
to-serve baby foods makes
it easy to plan a well-bal-
anced diet. Most foods must
be warmed because baby is
sensitive to foods at right
temperatures. When studies
were made in the test kitch-
ens of General Electric
Housewares, a Heat 'n Serve
Baby Dish was devised to
adib-
AP
keep foods warm automatic-
ally for about 30 minutes.
The slowest eater can enjoy
food all through the feeding.
Each of the three food com-
partments holds up to a full
jar of baby food t 49i oz.).
After the food is heated, the
cord may be detached.
Dad will appreciate the
baby dish when he's in
charge. Cereal and milk can
be mixed right in the dish
to eliminate extra pans. A
large suction cup on the bot-
tom of the dish holds it
securely so that baby cannot
move it. Colorful animal fig-
ures on the bottom of the
food sections help Dad to
keep baby entertained.
Here's a baby food tip:
after opening baby food jars
and removing the amount to
be fed, jars with remaining
food should be recovered
and refrigerated. After feed-
ing, the G-E baby dish can
be washed in warm water
with a mild soap or deter-
gent.
Afton, Ky. April 14, 1966
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BOOST LIVESTOCK
PROFITS WITH
FERTILIZER
by T. R. Cos, Chief Agronomist,.
Cyanamid Agricultural Research Cesar
T. L
Beet and dairy farmers are discovering that pastures and forage
crops can be their beet paying crops. This comes as a rurpries to
many—because in the past thes, crops simply have not received
the fertilizer and management
required to make them pay.
Row crops got the priority —
pasture crops were taken for Research by American Cyan-
granted. amid Company —research by
Right now—and over the colleges and universities—
next few weeks before spring farm taperisnce in every area
growth starts—is the time to
topdress pastures and hay
crepe A dollar spent on ferti-
lizer will return two to three
dollars or more in increased
meat and milk. Pastures' top-
dremed with urea or other ni-
trogen fertilizer will produce
two weeks earlier grazing--eas-
ing the load on grain or stored
forage. Repeat application in
May or June will extend graz-
ing well into summer, when
supplemental cropa like soden
gram may help carry the herd.
Adequate nitrogen on improved
grass can make one acre do the
job of two.
To get this boost in carrying
capacity of your pastures, ade-
quate lime, phosphate, and
potash must be used. Soil tests
should be used as a guide to
building up and maintaining a
good level of fertility. Early fall
is a preferred time for putting
on lime, phosphate and potash.
Llo it now if you did not get the
job done last fall.
Alfalfa and other legume pas-
ture and hay fields should also
receive phosphate and potash
in early spring if an adequate
treatment was not made Ian
fall or late summer.
MARTIN
SENOUR
PAINTS
EXCHANGE
FORIFITUIE CIL
USED
CARS
1944 CORVAIR Moms came,
4-
1064 BISCAYNE 4-dr. 640,
straight
1041 CHEV 4-dr. HT, VII, auto-
matic
1060 CHEV 2-ton truck without
bed
1063 CORVAIR 4-dr, Pg
1064 CHEV &Nair, 4-dr VI,
Pe, Ps; sir
1061 CHEVY 6-cyl Belair,
straight
1064 CHIV Convertible, VI, Pg
1062 FORD 4-dr Galaxie
VI, Ps, automatic
1063 BUICK convertible
INS CHEV pickup; tong wide
bed
1065 CORVAIR 4.sir hardtop
1062 CORVAIR Mora• 4-speed
1062 CHEV Bain. 4-cir VI,
Straight
1061 CORVAIR 4-dr, Pg
TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick. Inc.
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-380 Fulton -
Main office 472-2488
Ellis Fiethwett — Aubrey Tay-
lor — Larry Soap; Dwain and
Dan Taylor
"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
64 CHEVROLET 4-deer; white
62 FALCON; Bucket Seats,
like new
61 CHEVROLET hardtop 6-cyl
automatic; clean
61 FORD 4-deer; automatic
61 OLDS F-83; clean, auto-
matic, air
41 DODGE Lancer 4-dr,
straight stick; clean
611 CORVAIR; automatic, dean,
1 owner
60 FORD station wagon
IN CiALAJUE V-8; ALANIPMIALI
68 STUDEBAKER, 00 M. Dr.
60 FALCON 241eer, black,
straight
60 CORVAIR, clean; automatic
M CHEV Impala 4th-; V61,
automatic
I9 CHIEV wagon, 4-deer
M FORD 4-dr. hardtop, 1-own-
•r
0 CHEV. 6-ayl eirleeriatis
SI DODGE 6-cyl. pickup;
Clean and Al
$4 CAB over, 1 1-2-ten truck.
good condition
54 FORD truck, li-cyl; geed
condition
SI CHEVROLET pickup; aver-
•ge
SO GMC 34-too; hydraulic lift
on rear
49 DODGE ',.ton stake truck
20-25 ether cars, trucks
For Tin
BEST
sod
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy It at
EXCHANGE
Furniiare Company
NOTICE
The public generally is advised that Hornbeak
Funeral Home. Fulton, Kentucky, acting as con-
tractual agent for the Department of Highways of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky, will proceed with
the removal and relocation of Linder or Davis
Cemetery, which is located in Fulton County on
Highway 307 on the Bob Davis farm.
Please be advised that anyone having relatives
buried in this cemetery notify Hornbeak Funeral
Home, phone 472-1412, and identify your relative's
grave.
The removal of said cemetery is necessary in
order to clear the right-of-way for the construction
of the Purchase Parkway.
Fair Association
Opens Its Office
The Obion County Fair Assn.
office has opened its doors on•
regular basis and will remain
°Pen on a fIxel schedule =DI
sometime after the °Moo Coun-
ty Fair In the fall.
Mrs. Wallace Latta, fair
office secretary, said the office
will be open Iran 8 a.m. until
neon and from 1 p.m. until 4
each Monday through Friday.
The Lair is scheduled for Aug.
29 through Sept. S.
The fair office is located
In the old Armory building on
West Main street. The tele-
phone number is 88 5-5361.
'John D'
Gave Millions
CHICAGO—The largest gin
to an American college w a
John D. Rockefeller's $80 mil-
lion endowment for the Univeri.
ity of Chicago in the 1800s.
PITTSBURGH svp-mor
ateX HOUSE PAINTNO
PRIMER
NEEDED
FULTON PAINT AND GLASS CO.
112 Commercial 472-3201
Dial 472-1651 Open 8:45 PM
•
FULTON /
7 - B-I-G
DAYS STARTING
THURSDAY
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USED PIPE
FOR SALE
We have available a quantity of good used pipe in
21n., 3 in., 4 in. and 6 in.
FULTON COUNTY OIL CO. INC.
HICKMAN, KY. PHONE 236-2375
s
Attention Mr. Farmer
CAYCE Lli i heCOMPANY
CAYCE, KENTUC KY
for your lime spreading needs. Top quality
lime. We will be happy to handle your pur-
chase orders.
Complete Home Heating &
Air Conditioning
r,
LENNOX
GAS FURNACES
AIR CONDITIONERS
HEAT-PUMPS
ELECTRIC FURNACES
ALL NEW
GAS PACK UNIT
e
F. H A. APPROVED
Smallman Sheet Metal
FULTON, KY. PHONE 472-1912
'0 IT
ruiton Phone 472-112
Glenn Starks.
Gr•dy and Gaylen Virden
WILSON MOTORS
Dial 4713362
US 4S-S1 Bypass, North 111 
Marshall Speed, Owner and Operator
Cayce, Kentucky Phone 838-6261
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WINNER LAST WEEK
Mrs. Heron Grissom
South Fulton
T•••............'•••••''..•••• • •••• •
-•e.. .•••,.• ••••• •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••'"%r
• • •
MOUR JAMBOREE CASH JACKPOT WINNERS WERE r. Hayden Poyner Miss Shirley McManasMr. Fred Horn Mrs. Milburn Hartiz
PLAY CASH JACKPOT...IT'S FUN! IF YOU DO NOT HAVE
A JACKPOT CARD, COME GET ONE TODAY...NOTHINGTO BUY.
Prtiout geed, akwuk.. Apo /4 Asa Sat April 16t'' _ 1966
ljetutDettan. L& ILIeltik Melt at. liewt 'Rog& lt491/9 Stott!.
ithuifteulay Double. 31131 bruubn Stcovv;14 -M4 * *; 
BOSTON BUTT
PORK
- 
.•. • •
. • . * LB.
clLIKTATE L:38  IZ
4(st PORK LIVER LICIDLII 59`
BREAST"IcK" LB  591 THI6HS"IcKEN LW 59 BACKScPicKEN  LB 1 LIVERS cw`Ka" Ls lit
LE6ScmicKaN LB  491WINGS""ceN Le291 NECKS""EN L8. 1 GIZ2ARDS"K""139
STE AkusE
CENTER CUT
PORKLs.
7c? 1 BACoil 
S. 
'S;cri-t'st."`•• *10P ICHOPSPOR
HAMMER*
** 3 Less. ft.
fl'im5cts # PIG FEET PER
ancoktix
smut 214-
IOLS.
BAG
FOLGER'S
ALL
GRINDS
ULCAN
WELGIADE AT. 39g177.4f.;41"1 TUNkack 4 7,z4 - CATSUP JackSprat giio°eji fl— PEACHES  TOMATOES 
prat ,,,o, Staley' 19c
WONT'S
2_8 oa
4
skivi
CASIS
ST I C K S3 19
5t.5. Box
CORN BEEF  "2121-5 49g STEW Iszzr•s14oz. 49g FLOUR trZ:gd ID ZS% PE AS ""2:-1"3Itis  '100i
VI EN NAS sr- vo'f. *1°P 1 LI MASkI7aTa': 2-1"- 4? SPAC b M-BALLS 24.ic:. 49 COCKTAIL"vitoz-'10
BABY FOOD Heinz 41/2 oz.Strained Jars CUM P1[5...FrozenOcoma• • • . • • .A 20 oz.1"
BEETS Inn CanGold 16oz. kF ....... CANDY v:Itow4:0 0,- pouN[jilicE Shaie.dd:
TUNAVAWCAV S scioP SALMI Fancy 7% oz. 11015Pink a Cans ISISCUITSLtrT 4""49`• • • • . . . . •
BEER
DAP'S it
1/2 GAL. .U&.
SHORIF-tilMiC
3 1.8.
CAN
• • • •
KRAFT ""2"-L.E-Itinv 59c BABY FOODT-Iro:  59` FRIES rIngNi 3.11.6*14) FISH STICKS Eles119
SI MILAC 14 " CA"  251C141 PS P11:a PIES. 2Oozs115 10RAME MCC d.a.i ;1"Pi 
PZITATOES'A"EDD;20 1.6. BAC?
MIC44IGAN PEAT 5° *WY 991 GOLDEN BANANAS Le.10r
T6MATO PLANTS . togY EAc!i.. ROSE BUSIES 
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